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Thesis findings
1. A new platform was developed based on controlled precipitation for the formulation of poorly
water soluble active ingredients. The process was scaled-up from high throughput screening
to pilot plant scale production. Numerous active ingredients were successfully formulated
using the technology.
Related papers: I, V
Related patents: VIII, X, XI
2. We identified the physicochemical reasons of the poor bioavailability and significant food
effect of abiraterone acetate. A nanoformula was developed based on controlled precipitation
that outperformed both the crystalline active and the marketed drug product Zytiga® in
apparent solubility, apparent permeability and biorelevant dissolution tests.
Related papers: II, IV
Related patent: IX
3. Mathematical simulation of the absorption process showed that that simply increasing the
dissolution rate of abiraterone acetate is insufficient to increase the bioavailability of the
formulation. Increase in apparent solubility is required to reach a meaningful increase in
bioavailability of the active ingredient.
Related paper: IV
4. The in vitro results were validated in beagle dog pharmacokinetic studies. The novel formula
showed one order of magnitude higher bioavailability in the fasted state when compared to
the marketed drug product Zytiga®.
Related paper: IV
Related patent: IX
5. The advantageous properties of the novel formulation were translated from in vitro and
preclinical in vivo tests to a first-in-human Phase I clinical trial. The bioavailability of the novel
formulation containing 250 mg abiraterone acetate was practically identical to 1000 mg
Zytiga® with no positive food effect. Interestingly, a slight, but statistically significant negative
food effect was observed.
Related paper: III
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Új tudományos eredmények
1. Új, kontrollált kicsapáson alapuló platformot fejlesztettünk ki rossz vízoldhatóságú hatóanyagok
nanoformulálására. A folyamatot a nagy áteresztőképességű szűréstől félüzemi méretig sikerült
méretnövelni. E technológiát használva számos hatóanyag formulálását lehetett sikeresen
megvalósítani.
Kapcsolódó cikkek: I, V
Kapcsolódó szabadalmak: VIII, X, XI
2. Azonosítottuk

az

abiraterone

acetát

hatóanyag

rossz

biohasznosulását

és

magas

ételkölcsönhatását okozó fizikai és kémiai paramétereket. Kontrollált kicsapással nanogyógyszerformát fejlesztettünk a hatónyagból, mely a kristályos anyagnál illetve a piaci
gyógyszerkészítménynél (Zytiga®) is jelentős mértékben jobb látszólagos oldhatóságot, látszólagos
permeabilitást és bioreleváns közegben mért kioldódás profilt mutatott.
Kapcsolódó cikkek: II, IV
Kapcsolódó szabadalom: IX
3. A felszívódás matematikai szimulációjával megmutattuk, hogy nem elégséges csupán az
abiraterone acetát oldódási sebességét megnövelni, hanem a látszólagos oldhatóság növelése is
szükséges ahhoz, hogy a gyógyszerforma biohasznosulása növekedjen.
Kapcsolódó cikk: IV
4. In vivo (kutya) kísérletek validálták az abirateron acetát hatóanyaggal elért in vitro eredményeket.
Az új gyógyszerforma egy nagyságrenddel jobb biohasznosulást mutatott éhgyomri állapotban a
kereskedelmi forgalomban kapható Zytiga® termékhez viszonyítva.
Kapcsolódó cikk: IV
Kapcsolódó szabadalom: IX
5. Bebizonyítottuk, hogy a gyógyszerforma nem csak in vitro és preklinikai in vivo teszteken, hanem
Fázis I humán klinikai vizsgálaton is előnyösebb a kereskedelmi forgalomban kapható Zytiga®
terméknél. Azt találtuk, hogy az új gyógyszerformát használva a dózis negyedelhető és a pozitív
ételhatás eliminálható. Érdekes módon kis mértékű, de statisztikailag szignifikáns negatív
ételkölcsönhatást figyeltünk meg.
Kapcsolódó cikk: III
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1. Introduction
One of the most important property of a drug candidate molecule is its water solubility. [1] In general,
the absorption of a poorly water-soluble drug from conventional final dosage forms (e.g. tablets or
capsules containing the crystalline active ingredient) is inadequate. This may result in the termination
of the development of an otherwise promising drug candidate. It is estimated that the root cause in
approximately half of the drug development failures is originated from poor biopharmaceutical
properties including solubility. [2] Several technologies that address the issues associated with poor
solubility have been developed or adopted from other industries in the recent decades. [2] Abiraterone
acetate is a prime example of a poorly water soluble active pharmaceutical ingredient. The drug
product Zytiga® containing abiraterone acetate has very low oral bioavailability and exhibits the
highest food effect of all marketed drugs. [3] Moreover, the inter-patient variability of the
pharmacokinetic parameters of Zytiga® is very high, making the maintanence of the therapeutic API
concentrations difficult. This work introduces an amorphous abiraterone acetate nanoformulation
prepared by controlled precipitation.
In the literature review the routes available to improve the solubility and dissolution of poorly soluble
active ingredients are reviewed with a focus on nanoprecipitation. The pharmacokinetic issues
associated with abiraterone acetate are also compiled in this section with a short summary of the
formulations available in peer reviewed journals.
The materials and methods section details the production of the nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate
formulation by controlled precipitation, the conduction of beagle dog studies and the Phase I clinical
trial. Numerous analytical methods are described as well, that were used for the characterization of
the novel formulation.
In the results and discussion, the viability of the precipitation process is demonstrated. The active
ingredient abiraterone acetate is characterized in detail and formulation results are introduced. The in
vitro advantages of the novel abiraterone acetate formulation are shown over the marketed
micronized drug product and a nanocrystalline abiraterone acetate prepared by nanomilling. The dog
study results and ultimately, the clinical trial results are also reported in this section. (It is to be noted
that the preclinical and clinical in vivo studies were conducted by Aurigon Toxicoop Reasearch Center
and by Quotient Sciences, respectively. All other research and development work was performed at
NanGenex Inc.)
As closing remarks, the limitations of the novel formulation, the future perspectives and further
development paths available are discussed.
10

2. Literature review
The literature review lays down the origins of poor water solubility and gives basic definitions (e.g.
solubility and dissolution) that are used in later parts of the thesis. The active ingredient abiraterone
acetate is introduced and the pharmacokinetic issues associated with the drug product Zytiga®
containing the active ingredient are discussed. The methods to formulate poorly water-soluble
compounds are briefly summarized. In each section a short abstract of abiraterone acetate
formulations reported in peer reviewed journals and patents using the method is given.

2.1.

Origins of poor water solubility

In the early 1970s the introduction of carbon-carbon coupling reactions (Suzuki, Heck, Stille) enabled
the synthesis of progressively more complex and lipophilic compounds. [4] Improvements in
combinatorial chemistry yielded the development of compound libraries containing hundreds of
thousands of molecules. From the end of the 1980s high throughput screening (HTS) made possible
the test of active ingredients on that magnitude. From the initial 800 compound/day screening capacity
currently the large HTS laboratories are capable of screening 100 000 compounds daily. [5] However,
as more and more complex and lipophilic molecules were screened, the fraction of poorly water
soluble actives skyrocketed. [6] Poor (water) solubility is associated with several issues throughout the
development process. Obviously, aqueous biorelevant media used in in vitro assays are not capable of
dissolving these actives. The media are to be supplemented with DMSO and that solvent even at 5%
concentration may disrupt cell lines. Also, the active ingredient may precipitate from the medium
during tests resulting in false negative data.

Currently 33% of the drugs listed in the US Pharmacopeia are considered to be poorly water soluble.
At a first glance this is not a huge number. However, if we consider the drugs in development and the
new chemical entities, these numbers are 75% and 90%, respectively. [7] Most probably the issues
associated with low solubility in aqueous media will remain persistent. Highly water-soluble
compounds are less likely to penetrate lipophilic membranes and to dock into hydrophobic binding
pockets of proteins. Public databases and big pharma molecule directories countain around 100 million
molecules. Based on estimations it is possible to build 10200 organic molecules below 850 g/mol
molecular weight. Of these, 1060 pass the Lipinski-criteria and can be considered drug-like, however,
only a small fraction will be soluble in water. [8][9][10] We can conclude that the need to improve the
solubility of lipophilic actives is progressively increasing.
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2.2.

The BCS system

The Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS, Table 1) separates the chemical space of drug
molecules to four domains based on their solubility and permeability.
Table 1. The Biopharmacetucal Classification System with examples
BCS

Solubility

Permeability

Examples

1
2
3
4

Good
Poor
Good
Poor

Good
Good
Poor
Poor

metoprolol, verapamil, diltiazem
ketoconazole, glibenclamide, mefenamic acid
cimetidine, captopril, aciclovir
paclitaxel, furosemide

A compound is considered to have good solubility when its maximal dose dissolves in 250 ml aqueous
buffer in the pH range 1-7.5. By definition the criterium of high permeability is the absorption of at
least 85% of the dose. [11] Due to the simple grouping criteria the BCS may inherently miscategorize
active ingredients. For example, carboxylic acids are usually insoluble at the acidic pH of the stomach.
However, at higher pH in the duodenum pH their solubility increases rapidly enabling absorption.
Extremely poorly soluble compounds are sometimes miscategorized as BCS 4 molecules, just because
very poor absorption is observed due to the negligible solubility.
Formulation of BCS 1 active ingredients is relatively easy, conventional dosage forms are usually viable.
On the other hand, BCS 2 compounds (50-60% of the drugs under development) in most cases require
solubility enhancing formulation methods, that will be overviewed in further parts of the literature
review. For BCS 3 APIs usually permeability enhancing excipients are used in the drug product. BCS 4
actives rarely reach the market, a combination of BCS 2 and 3 formulation methods are needed for a
successful formulation development. [12][13] The solubility of drug molecules is usually expressed in
mg/ml concentration. Table 2 lists the descriptive solubility terms found in the pharmacopeias.
Table 2. Solubility definitions in the pharmacopeias
Solubility definition
Very soluble
Freely soluble
Soluble
Sparingly soluble
Slightly soluble
Very slightly soluble
Practically insoluble

Solvent needed to dissolve 1 g
material (ml)
<1
1 – 10
10 – 30
30 – 100
100 – 1000
1000 – 10000
> 10000
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Solubility (mg/ml)
> 1000
100 – 1000
30 – 100
10 – 30
1 – 10
0.1 – 1
< 0.1

As a rule of thumb, the lowest category contains the drugs that we term ‘poorly soluble’. Again, this
can be misleading as low solubility may not limit the dissolution and absorption of a compound with
very low dose or fairly high solubility may hinder the absorption of a high dose compound.

2.3.

Definitions of solubility and dissolution

2.3.1. Thermodynamic solubility
The solubility of a compound is the maximum amount that can be dissolved in unit volume of a given
solvent. If we assume macroscopical single crystals of the thermodynamically stable form and we
consider the neutral species in case of an acid or base, we can measure the thermodynamic or intrinsic
or equilibrium solubility. This quantity – depending on the temperature and pressure – is a
thermodynamic constant for a given solvent-solute pair. Thermodynamic solubility is usually measured
from an agitated suspension of the active after centrifuging and filtration. The length of equilibration
can be critical as the system has to reach the equilibrium state. In general, 24 hours of equilibration at
the temperature given can be adequate. However, poorly soluble and/or slowly dissolving materials
may need up to 72 hours.
2.3.2. Apparent solubility
Apparent solubility is a loose term used in the pharmaceutical industry. Running a solubility test
described above with metastable systems (such as higher energy polymorphs) may yield solubilities
higher than the intrinsic solubility at the initial measurement points. This increased solubility can be
called apparent solubility. For acids and bases, solubility measured at a given pH is also called apparent
solubility. Obviously, if we measure the solubility at the pH at which the neutral species is present, we
get the thermodynamic solubility. Apparent solubility can be several orders of magnitude higher when
compared to the intrinsic solubility.
Kinetic solubility is the apparent solubility measured from a supersaturated solution of a compound.
This definition is loose and carries inherent differences between kinetic solubilities determined in
different laboratories. In general water is added gradually to a DMSO stock solution of an active
ingredient. The precipitation of the active is monitored with turbidimetry. Despite kinetic solubility
being imprecise, it is still used as data measured in a laboratory given can be compared to each other
and are suitable for trend analysis. Moreover, the measurement is much faster than that of intrinsic
solubility and can be transferred to high throughput robots.
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2.3.3. Effect of particle size on dissolution
Dissolution is closely related to solubility. By definition, dissolution is the material transfer between
the bulk phase and the dissolution medium (solvent phase). Dissolution rate is given by the NoyesWhitney (or Nernst-Brunner equation):
𝑑𝑚
𝑆0 − 𝑐𝑡
= 𝐴𝐷
𝑑𝑡
ℎ

(1)

, where dm/dt is the dissolution rate, A is the surface of the particles, D is the diffusion coefficient, S0
is the thermodynamic solubility, ct is the concentration at time point t and h is the thickness of the
diffusion layer. [14] From Equation 1 we can see, that poorly soluble compounds can only yield very
small concentration gradient. Therefore, the rate of dissolution will be low. The rate of dissolution is
also proportional to the surface of the particles, thus, with lower the particle size higher dissolution
rate is observed. Usually, but not in every case, low solubility is associated with low dissolution speed,
while highly soluble compounds dissolve rapidly.
2.3.4. Effect of particle size on solubility
Besides the dissolution rate, the apparent solubility also increases with decreasing particle size. This
effect is negligible in systems with particle size above a few microns and is prominent in the lower
nano range. For submicron particles the Ostwald-Freundlich equation gives the apparent solubility:
𝜌

𝑅𝑇 𝑆𝑟
𝜆𝑠𝑙
𝑙𝑛 = 2
𝑀 𝑆0
𝑟

(2)

, where ρ is density, R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature, M is molecular weight, Sr is the
apparent solubility for particles with r radius, 𝑆0 is the intrinsic solubility, λsl is the interfacial tension.
[15] Based on Equations (1) and (2) decreasing the particle size of a BCS 2 drug molecule may improve
both the apparent solubility and dissolution rate, ultimately yielding better pharmacokinetic profile.

2.4.

Abiraterone acetate in the treatment of prostate cancer

Prostate cancer (PC) is the most common non-skin cancer diagnosed in men in the EU and US with
approximately 1 in 7 men being diagnosed with the disease in their lifetimes. [16][17] Localized PC has
extremely good prognosis, 5-year overall survival is above 99% with the standard of care therapy
consisting of surgical removal of the tumor followed by radiation. However, roughly 3-5% of the PC
patients is present with metastatic disease at the time of diagnosis. [18][19] Treatment options for
metastatic prostate cancer (mPC) were – and still remain – extremely limited. Consequently, the
overall survival is poor; less than 30% of the patients are still alive 5 years after diagnosis. [18]
14

Historically androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) with mitoxantrone was used for mPC as palliative
treatment. [20] It was shown that testosterone promotes PC cell growth resulting in disease
progression. With ADT circulating testosterone could be decreased to negligible levels, yielding tumor
regression. [21] Unfortunately, after high initial response rates nearly all subjects progress on
mitoxantrone or other ADT to castration resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) stage. [20][22] This term
identifies a heterogeneous group of patients with or without clinical metastases. For patients with
metastatic disease the cytotoxic agent docetaxel was added to mitoxantrone in 2004, marginally
increasing the overall survival. However, nearly all people still succumbed to metastatic castration
resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC).
Abiraterone is an androgen synthesis inhibitor steroid used for the treatment of mCRPC. [23] The drug
product Zytiga® was launched in 2011 containing the acetate ester prodrug of the active ingredient.
Abiraterone treatment in combination with the steroid prednisone significantly improved overall
survival (Kaplan-Meier curve shown on Figure 1), progression free survival and quality of life and
became the gold standard in this difficult-to-treat patient group. [23][24][25][26]

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier overall survival curve of abiraterone acetate vs placebo [23]
Abiraterone in its stable crystalline form is not druggable due to extremely low solubility in aqueous
media. Abiraterone acetate is an ester prodrug hydrolyzed rapidly in the gastrointestinal lumen, in
enterocytes and in the liver into the active ingredient abiraterone. The transformation is so fast that
the circulating abiraterone acetate concentration is negligible in plasma. [27] Stappaerts et al
observed, that after the rapid ester cleavage abiraterone concentrations exceeded the thermodynamic
solubility of the compound in intestinal fluids by an order of magnitude. It is hypothesized that this
increase in apparent solubility drives the absorption of the compound.
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Abiraterone acetate is repoted to belong to BCS 4 group with low solubility and low permeability. [28]
The drug product Zytiga® contains abiraterone acetate in micronized form in order to increase the
dissolution rate (see Equation 1 in 2.3.3) and hence the bioavailability of the compound. [27] The
recommended dose of Zytiga® is 1000 mg given as four 250 mg tablets. The tablets are to be taken
without food to reduce the inter-patient variability. However, the drug product has up to 10-fold
higher exposure and up to 17-fold maximal plasma concentration (in healthy volunteers, depending
on the fat content of the food consumed) when taken with meal, the single largest food effect of all
marketed drugs. [3][29] Most probably in mCRPC patients the food effect is smaller, a small study
observed “only” double exposure in fed conditions when compared to the fasted state. [30][31]
Nevertheless, it is evident that reducing or eliminating the food effect would significantly improve the
quality of life of mCRPC patients. Moreover, an increase in bioavailability would reduce the pill burden
that in turn would improve adherence to therapy and ultimately yield better therapeutic outcomes.
[32][33] In summary, besides the economic advantages, both better quality of life and therapeutic
outcome could be achieved by either an abiraterone or an abiraterone acetate formulation with
increased bioavailability and reduced food effect.

2.5.

Advanced formulations of poorly water-soluble drugs

We can differentiate three methods to formulate poorly soluble active ingredients. First, we can
modify the stable crystal structure of the active ingredient that is barely accessible to water molecules.
This includes different salt formation methods, cocrystal development or simply the application of
higher energy polymorphs or even the amorphous form. The second option is the reduction of particle
size. With micronization we can increase the dissolution rate while with nanonization both apparent
solubility and dissolution rate can be enhanced. The third option is the solubilization of the active
ingredient. This involves the use of formulations in which the API is dissolved in some polymer matrix
or lipid or cyclodexrin complexes are formed. It is important to note that formulation methods may
overlap or sometimes combinations of formulation methods are used.
In most of the advanced compositions the active ingredient is not in its thermodynamically stable form
and tends to crystallize. Rapid recrystallization of amorphous and metastable crystalline materials may
disrupt development and render a product commercially non-viable.
Although not a formulation aspect, but chemical modification, the produg approach is also widely used
to improve the bioavailability of active ingredients with low solubility and/or permeability. [34] A
prodrug is a biologically inactive molecule that is metabolized in vivo to the active species. It is common
that carboxylic acids are esterified, the prodrug gets absorbed readily and with the enzymatic cleavage
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of the ester bond the active molecule is generated. [35] An example to this is the candesartan and its
cilexetil ester. As discussed earlier, abiraterone acetate is also a prodrug with active species being
abiraterone. In the following paragraphs prodrug synthesis is not detailed; only the physicochemical
modifications of active ingredients are summarized.
2.5.1. Crystal form modification
2.5.1.1. Salt formation
A drug molecule with ionizable group may form a salt, a neutral species, with a suitable counterion.
Over 90% of the drug molecules have either an acidic or an alkaline moiety, while in the pH range 2-12
63% have ionizable groups. [36][37] Other authors have reported similar ratios: based on the analysis
of 582 drugs, half of the molecules were bases and one quarter of them acids. Among the rest there
were zwitterions, molecules with multiple acidic or basic groups and ones without an ionizable group.
[38][39] Roughly half of the marketed drugs are formulated as salts. [40]
In most cases the pharmaceutical salt has vastly different phyisicochemical properties when compared
to the free acid or base form. The advantages offered by salts are improved solubility and dissolution
profile, better heat stress stability, decreased photodegradation, higher melting point and decreased
bitterness. [40][41] The disadvantages include lower active loading, the issues associated with new
hydrate- and solvate forms or polymorphs of salts, increased toxicity due to altered PK profile and toxic
counterions. [42][43]
Salts are usually preferred as they are thermodynamically stable with several advantages in
physicochemical and pharmacokinetic profiles. For example, the free acid form of telmisartan is
practically insoluble in water while the sodium salt is sparingly soluble. On the other hand, counterions
may significantly increase the mass to be administered: lapatinib is commercialized in the Tykerb®
tablets as ditosylate salt hydrate form, increasing the weight of the API from 250 mg (free base) to 405
mg (hydrated salt) in one tablet. [42]
Selection of a suitable salt is not a trivial task. Overall, 112 different anions and 38 cations are available
for salt formation, although some are extremely rarely used. 63% of salts of acidic drugs are sodium
salts while 40% of the salts of bases are hydrochlorid salts. [44] High throughput screenings are applied
in the search for the optimal salt of a drug candidate. The most important aspects during salt selection
are the solubility profile, the crystallinity and polymorphism, the hygroscopicity and optimal physical
and chemical stability. [45] To avoid the issues associated with the high number of salt polymorphs,
ionic liquid salt forms may be applied in liquid dosage forms as well. [46]
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Salt formation is the primary approach in dealing with poorly soluble drug candidates. However, some
molecules do not possess ionizable groups and sometimes promising salts may exhibit several solid
forms and fail in stability tests. Obviously, alternative formulation methods are needed in case salt
formation is not a viable option.
In theory it is possible to form abiraterone or abiraterone acetate salts due to the presence of basic
nitrogen (pKa = 4.81 and 5.19 for abiraterone and abiraterone acetate, respectively) in the molecules.
(See structures in Figure 7 and Figure 8.) However, no peer reviewed research papers detail salts of
the active ingredients. One patent describes benzenesulfonic, p-toluenesulfonic and fumaric acid salts
of abiraterone acetate. [47]
2.5.1.2. Polymorphs
Polymorph forms are different crystalline forms of a pure material, in which the position (packing
polymorphism) or the conformation (conformational polymorphism) of the molecules, thus the unit
cell is different. [48] The terminology in literature is chaotic: pharmacopeias categorize solvate and
hydrate forms as polymorphs, while sometimes these materials are termed as pseudopolymorphs. [49]
These designations are misleading as solvates and hydrates themselves can exhibit polymorphism. [50]
Perhaps the clearest term for solvates and hydrates would be solvatomorphs.
It is estimated that at least 50% of the drug molecules exhibit polymorphism. Hystorically (in the period
between 1948-1961) 25% of 140 compounds exhibited polymorphism as reported by McCrone,
although crystallization experiments that time did not focus on finding polymorphs. A more recent
dataset of 227 molecules from Roche and Lilly yielded 53% and 66%, respectively. In a subset of these
compounds, for which extensive search for new crystalline forms was conducted, 74% of the molecules
formed polymorphs. [50] A dataset with 62 APIs from Bayer yielded 80%. [51] Some state that all drug
molecules show polymorphism, but – most probably – this statement does not hold. There are known
examples (e.g. simple ibuprofen, with thousands of tons being produced since 1969) for which
polymorphic forms remain elusive. [52] We can conclude that most APIs exhibit polymorphism, one
just has to put effort in finding the experimental conditions to produce them. The number of
polymorphs can be very high, for example the lipid lowering agent atorvastatin calcium has at least 60
different polymorphs (including hydrate and solvate forms). [53]
Polymorph screening is an essential step in the early stages of drug development. In most cases
polymorph screening is performed by crystallizing the drug from different solvent, sometimes using
seed crystals. [54] In general, the objective of polymorph screening is the identification of the
thermodynamically stable crystal, which possesses the most densely packed unit cell, has the highest
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melting point and the lowest solubility in aqueous media and organic solvents. (This is only true for
monotropic polymorphism, for more detailed explanation see references [55][56].) Although higher
energy polymorphs may exhibit higher solubility, they are metastable and may crystallize to the stable
form, losing the advantageous properties. For example, paracetamol has at least three distinct
crystalline forms, but only Form I, the stable one is formulated. Form II has higher solubility but may
recrystallize during storage or even during the manufacturing of the drug product. Form III exhibits the
highest solubility and hence the lowest stability: this form may recrystallize to Form I in hours. [57] The
most prominent examples of stability issues are the polymorphism of the active ingredients ritonavir
and rotigotine. During development only one ritonavir crystalline form was identified. The active
ingredient entered the market in the drug product Norvir® and 240 batches of Norvir® were
successfully produced. In mid-1998 suddenly the batches started to fail in dissolution tests. XRD and
microscopic investigation revealed the existence of a new polymorph with significantly lower solubility.
[58] In case of rotigotine the API recrystallized to a formerly unknown, more stable polymorph in the
Neupro® transdermal patches. [59] The API was approved in 2006 and 2007, in Europe and in the US,
respectively. In 2008 several batches had to be recalled as snowflake-like crystals appeared on some
patches. The crystals contained purely rotigotine, but the new crystalline form exhibited much lower
solubility and thus skin penetration. [60]
Despite of these problems, sometimes higher energy polymorphs are used in pharmaceutical
formulations. In South Africa oxytetracycline, an essential antibiotic is formulated as either Form A or
Form B that show 55% and 95% dissolution in pharmacopeial dissolution tests at 30 minutes,
respectively. Also, Form B has 28-fold higher solubility. This does translate to higher blood plasma API
concentrations for capsules containing Form B. Despite of the diffences seen in vivo, the manufacturing
is still poorly regulated and both forms are used. [61][62]
The most obvious analytical technique to investigate polymorphism is powder XRD. Recent advances
made possible the utilization of XRD in HT screenings. Also, DSC, IR and Raman spectroscopy can
complement the XRD measurements. Solid state NMR and single crystal XRD are extremely useful,
albeit difficult-to-access analytical methods for studying polymorphism.
A patent reports four polymorphs of abiraterone acetate. [63] Most probably this document
erroneously introduces four different crystalline forms of the API. This will be investigated in section
4.2.2 in the Results and discussion.
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2.5.1.3. Pharmaceutical co-crystals
The naming conventions and definitions of co-crystals (just like in case of polymorphs) is controversial
in literature. Co-crystals can be defined as crystalline materials composed of at least two neutral
components held together by secondary interactions. The co-crystal formers have to be solid at room
temperature. [64] (Therefore, solvates and hydrates can be excluded from this group.) Co-crystals may
possess improved phyisicochemical properties, extremely rarely form solvates and hydrates and may
retain long term stability. To complicate things, the belief that co-crystals rarely exhibit polymorphism
has recently been challenged, several packing and conformational polymorphs of co-crystals have been
identified. [64][65]
As polymorphs and salts, co-crystals are screened with high throughput methods due to the large
number of coformers, solvents and crystallization paramteres. Attempts have been made to calculate
and simulate the interactions between different functional groups and predict the existence of cocrystals in silico. However, experimental methods are still preferred. [66]
Two examples of co-crystals are the itraconazole cocrystals with 1,4-dicarboxylic acids and sildenafil
co-crystal with acetylsalycilic acid. Dissolution tests showed that the solubility and dissolution of the
itraconazole co-crystals match that of the amorphous compound with much better physical stability.
Moreover, the co-crystal outperformed the hydrochloride salt as well. [67] In case of sildenafil the cocrystal dissolved twice as fast in simulated gastric fluid than the marketed citrate salt. [68]
Theoretically it is possible to synthetise a co-crystal, in which both components are pharmacologically
active. One marketed example, Entresto® is the co-crystal complex of the sodium salts of sacubitril and
valsartan, in hydrated form with both components being antihypertensive medications. [69][70] The
co-crystal approach is a relatively new and very promising formulation pathway for poorly soluble
active ingredients.
A dubious patent reports co-crystals of abiraterone acetate with various organic acids, including
ascorbic acid, citric acid and vanillic acid. [71] Although it is difficult to judge whether true co-crystals
or simple salts are described in the document.
2.5.1.4. Amorphous forms
Amorphous forms are characterized by the absence of long-range three-dimensional order. As no
crystal lattice exists, amorphous forms cannot be categorized as polymorphs, although some sources
mistakenly list them as polymorphs. The advantages and disadvantages shown for polymorphs are
even more prominent for amorphous materials. Amorphous active ingredients may exhibit vastly
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superior solubility, dissolution rate and bioavailability compared to crystalline forms. Theoretical
calculations yielded that amorphous forms may have 1600-fold increased apparent solubility
compared to the thermodynamically favoured crystal. [72] However, amorphous materials may
recrystallize in very short time scales or cannot be prepared at all for certain compounds. Amorphous
forms can be characterized with the same analytical methods as polymorphs.
Distinct amorphous forms may exist with different physicochemical properties. The phenomenon is
called polyamorphism. [73] For the active ingredient valsartan at least two different amorphous forms
have been identified. [74] Some other authors argue that one should use the term apparent
polyamorphism as different amorphous forms may not exist, we only lack the tools to identify tiny
crystals close to the size of the critical nuclei (see in section 2.6.1.1) in the more ordered “amorphous
form”. [75] The literature of polyamorphism is incomplete and it is difficult to judge whether
polyamorphism in drug-like molecules truly exist – as it is proven for water – or we can only talk about
“very poor” crystals. [76]
Stability tests are imperative in case of amorphous drug products. Ideally stability would be predicted
from physicochemical properties and/or molecular descriptors instead of the lengthy and cumbersome
stability tests. Although advances have been made in this field, a general and reliable model is – and
most probably will be – elusive. Still, the following parameters are associated with high tendency for
crystallization: molecular weight under 320 g/mol; less, than 6 rotatable bonds; logP below 2; melting
point above 200°C; the ratio of melting and glass transition temperatures above 1.4 and water
solubility above 0.01 mg/ml. [77] It was also shown that the enthalpy of fusion of a compund correlates
negatively with amorphous state stability. [78]
DSC is an exceptionally useful tool in the analysis of amorphous APIs. The glass transition temperature
(Tg) can be determined that may predict the stability of the amorphous form. As a rule of thumb, the
recommended storage temperatures for amorphous materials are Tg – 20°C or 0,8∙Tg. Sometimes to
be on the safe side Tg – 50°C storage temperature is recommended. In a study with 50 structurally
diverse compounds Tg (together with molecular weight) correctly predicted the long term stability for
78% of the molecules. [79] Moreover, in another study for an amorphous BCS 2 drug formulation
stability data could be extrapolated up to 15 months using Tg. [80]
Kauzmann-temperature (Tk) is the temperature under which the molecular mobility is negligible.
Obivously, if the storage temperature remains below Tk, recrystallization can theoretically be excluded.
Tk can be calculated using the equation below, that may yield better stability predictions than the
empirical recommendations above:
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, where ΔHm is the enthalpy of fusion and K is a constant calculated from heat capacity. [81]
Even if an amorphous formulation is not commercially viable, one such composition can be suitable
for toxicology studies in early drug development stages. (For toxicology studies extremely high drug
exposure is desired that may not be achieved by crystalline formulations.)
Obviously, the methods listed so far can be combined. Clinical trials of atorvastatin were initiated with
an amorphous calcium salt. The active ingredient crystallized after the completion of Phase I and II
trials. Phase III trials were initiated with a reformulated, crystalline calcium salt. [82]
Besides the amorphous nanoparticle formulation described in this work, no other amorphous
abiraterone acetate formulations are reported in research papers or patents.
2.5.2. Solubilized systems
Solubilized systems include cyclodextrin complexes, self emulsifying drug delivery systems, various
lipid-based formulations and different solid dispersions that are summated in the following sections.
With regard to abiraterone and the acetate ester prodrug, β-cyclodextrin complexes were formulated,
although the purpose of the study was the development of an analytical method and it had nothing to
do with the druggability of the compounds. [83] Kim et al prepared a lipid based formulation for
abiraterone, although no in vivo tests were performed. [84] A clinical study conducted with abiraterone
acetate in an olive oil based formulation yielded 4.5-fold higher bioavailability when compared to the
standard drug product. [28] For unknown reasons the originator did not pursue the development of
this formula. No abiraterone or abiraterone acetate amorphous solid dipersions (prepared by either
spray drying, spray chilling, melt extrusion, electrospinning or other methods) are reported in research
papers or patents.
2.5.2.1. Cyclodextrin complexes
Cyclodextrines are cyclic oligosaccharides. Cyclodextrines that are found in nature and are important
for the pharma industry contain six, seven or eight α-D-glycopyranose units, that are called α-, β- and
γ-cyclodextrins, respectively. [85] The ring forms a truncated cone that is hydrophylic outwards while
the pocket is hydrophobic. The α- and γ-cyclodextrins are freely soluble in water while the solubility of
β-cyclodextrin is only 18 mg/ml. Paradoxically, adding hydrophobic substituents to cyclodextrins
increases their solubility in water drastically. This can be explained by the lower crystal lattice energy
of substituted forms. [86]
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The size of the ring and the hydrophobic character of the pocket enables the complexation of small
hydrophobic molecules or certain hydrophobic parts of larger molecules. Clearly, the water insoluble
materials are not covalently bound; the complexed molecules and the ones in solution are in dynamic
equilibrium. Cyclodextrins offer favourable oral and parenteral toxicity profile, may increase the
bioavailability of poorly soluble active ingredients, mask the bitter taste of APIs and increase their
chemical stability. However, only a limited number of substances can form complexes with these cyclic
sugars: active ingredients with less than 5 heavy atoms in the skeleton of the molecule, with Tm below
250°C, water solubility below 10 mg/ml, less than 5 condensed rings and a molecular weight between
100-400 g/mol have higher probability of benefiting from cyclodextrin complexation. [87] There is no
theoretical limitation of using larger cyclodextrins, however, their complexation capacity and practical
significance is negligible. Despite of this, rings with 39 sugar units are well characterized and a molecule
with 150 sugar unit has been reported in literature. [88] Sometimes substituted version of the basic
cyclodextrins are used. In pharmaceutical application the most important ones are the hydroxypropyl,
methyl, sulfobutyl ether sodium and maltosyl derivatives.
Initially prostaglandins and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs were formulated with cyclodextrins.
Itraconazole is soluble up to 10 mg/ml in aqueous solution containing 40 w/w% hydroxypropyl-βcyclodextrin, which represents six orders of magnitude increase in solubility. [89] Due to the large scale
commercialization and efficacy of functionalized cyclodextrins as of 2018 more than 30 marketed drug
products contain this excipient. [90]
2.5.2.2. Self emulsifying systems
Self emulsifying drug delivery systems (SEDDS) are the mixtures of a lipids, surfactants and optionally
co-solvents that can dissolve poorly water-soluble active ingredients. This homogenous solution can
be filled into a capsule and administered orally. Alternatively, the liquid can be adsorbed onto a carrier
and solid oral dosage forms can be developed. [91] Upon dissolution in the stomach or intestine, this
lipid phase may form emulsion or microemulsion, preventing the precipitation of the drug molecule.
The method is advantageous as the emulsions formed can be thermodynamically stable, the solutions
are usually transparent and not highly viscous and SEDDS can further improve the bioavailability when
compared to other formulation methods. [92][93]
The utility of SEDDS is not limited to BCS 2 molecules. The method is sometimes applied in the
formulation of actives with poor permeability as the excipients used may improve the membrane
penetration of drugs. Moreover, the excipients can inhibit P-glycoprotein efflux pumps and
cytochrome enzymes, that contribute to the transport into the extracellular space and metabolism of
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actives, respectively. [94] Some drugs, including cyclosporin A (Neoral®), ritonavir (Norvir®),
fenofibrate (Fenogal®), tipranavir (Aptivus®), amprenavir (Aganerase®), indomethacin (Infree®),
ibuprofen (Solufen®) and isotretinoin (Accutane®) are formulated as self emulsifying drug delivery
systems in either soft or hard gelatin capsules.
2.5.2.3. Solid dispersions
Historically, the term solid dispersion was used for drugs dispersed in a solid matrix with the matrix
being either small molecule or macromolecule. Recently the term is mainly used for multi-component
systems composed of a polymer (that act as a solvent) and a drug (that is the solute), sometimes
containing other components, mainly

surfactants.

Ideally,

a single, homogenous and

thermodynamically stable phase, a solid solution is obtained, the active ingredient is molecularly
dispersed in the matrix. However, this can only be true if the drug content is below the equilibrium
solubility in the matrix (or the system is kinetically stable). In real systems high drug loadings are
preferred and the active ingredient is usually supersaturated. Phase separation may occur even
immediately after production, leading to drug rich domains (that can be either amorphous or
crystalline). [95] Schematics of these structures are shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2. Solid dispersion structures: A, solid solution B, crystalline drug rich domains C, amorphous
drug rich domains (based on [95])
Several methods are available to produce solid dispersions that are briefly introduced below. Usually
the properties of the active ingredient (solubility, stability, heat sensitivity, etc…) and the polymer used
determine which formulation method will be applicable. The long-term stability of solid dispersions
(as amorphous materials) is critical, guidances and some literature references have already been given
in paragraph 2.5.1.4 for amorphous active ingredients.
Some amorphous solid dispersions have already been commercialized, examples include tacrolimus
with HPMC (Prograf®, spray drying method), lopinavir/ritonavir with copovidone (Kaletra®, hot melt
extrusion), ivacaftor with HPMCAS (Kalydeco®, spray drying), vemurafenib with HPMCAS (Zelboraf®,
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coprecipitation), etravirine with HPMC (Intelence®, spray drying) and venetoclax with copovidon
(Venclexta®, hot melt extrusion).
2.5.2.3.1.

Spray drying

Spray drying is a simple method for the production of amorphous solid dispersions. The active
ingredient and the excipients (usually polymers and/or surfactants) are dissolved in a(n organic)
solvent and the solution is dried with a regular spray dryer. Depending on the drying kinetics and
material properties, one may get dried particles that constitute of a single phase (the active is
molecularly dispersed) or dried particles that are phase separated (the active ingredient precipitated
during drying and formed particles). [96] The excipients can hinder the aggregation and crystallization
of the active ingredient.
Spray drying method uses a well-known technology applied for decades in pharmaceutical applications
and a solid product can be obtained in continuous mode that can be suitable for solid oral dosage form
development. The API has to be soluble in at least one organic solvent with fairly low boiling point.
Also, the excipients should be soluble in the same solvent, however, spray drying can be applied even
if no common solvent is found. [97] All components have to withstand the temperatures inside the
drying chamber, they should not decompose and should not melt or become tacky. [98]
2.5.2.3.2.

Hot melt extrusion

The pharmaceutical industry borrowed the hot melt extrusion (HME) technology from the plastic,
rubber and food industries. During the melt extrusion process the blend of an active and a polymer
and/or surfactant is fed into a heated barrel. The basic extruder for pharma applications has twinscrew setup, which forward the blend throughout the heated barrel where (at least) the polymer melts
and the components get homogenized. Melting of the active ingredient is advantageous, but not
essential as the active can dissolve in the polymer melt as well. [99] The material leaving the barrel
cools and solidifies rapidly and can be further processed (grinded, sieved, spheronized, etc…). Drugs
can be incorporated into polymer or lipid matrices with this method. [100] Interestingly, HME was
applied first to disperse water soluble APIs in water insoluble polymers, thus creating sustained release
products. In the recent years HME became the most important tool in preparing advanced
formulations of poorly soluble active ingredients. [101] The polymer Soluplus was designed especially
for melt extrusion applications by BASF, which also shows the growing importance of HME.
HME offers extremely high productivity in continuous mode without the use of solvents. By varying
process paramteres (temperature, residence time, screw configuration) and polymers both
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amorphous or microcrystalline products can be developed. [102] In general, the method is disabled for
heat sensitive materials as the polymers commonly used require high temperatures (above 100°C) to
melt. Also, clearing of the instrument and maintenance is cumbersome.
2.5.2.3.3.

Electrospinning

Electrospinning is a method suitable to prepare submicron sized fibres of polymers from melt or
solution. The liquid containing the active ingredient is forwarded by a pump to the tip of a needle that
is connected to a high voltage (10 kV order of magnitude) source. Opposite the needle a grounded
metal plate is placed. Due to the high voltage the liquid gets charged and when the electrostatic
repulsive force overcomes the surface tension a filament lashes towards the collector plate. The
solvent rapidly evaporates from the huge surface and the remaining solid dispersion settles onto the
plate. The morphology of the fibers depends on the properties of the solvent and polymer, the
geometry of the needle, the voltage, the feed rate, the temperature and the distance between the
needle and collector. [103]
Electrospinning is a fast and continuous method requiring a very simple instrument. In general, the
process can incorporate APIs in amorphous state into the fibers. [104] Electrospun fibers containing
spironolactone in the amorphous form outperformed the crystalline material in dissolution tests while
a flubendazole formulation proved to be superior in in vitro and rat PK studies over the reference
compound. [105][106] With changing the fiber matrix either burst release or sustained release
products can be formulated. [107]

Recently advances have been made in the scale-up and

reproducibility of the process. [108]
Electrospinning is used within the pharma industry for filtration applications, the production of
bandages and immediate or sustained release drug formulations. [109][110] As of 2018 no drug
products produced by electrospinning has been marketed, however, the field advances rapidly as a
relatively new and promising formulation method.
2.5.3. Particle size decreasing technologies
2.5.3.1. Milling technologies
During milling processes higher surface area is created by investing mechanical energy. The drug
particles collide with each other and the wall of the instrument and thus crumble. The energy of the
collisions may disrupt the crystal lattice of the materials. Therefore, besides crystalline materials,
amorphous or partially amorphous products can be made as well. In general, the milled compounds
show wide particle size distribution that is disadvantageous for downstream processing and stability.
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In practice, milling technologies are often combined with sieving or other processes that can separate
various particle size fractions. This is especially true for inhaled drug delivery systems. [111]
Micronization is the reduction of the average particle size of powders to the micrometer range. In
pharma applications micronized powders have particle size under 20 µm by definition. [112] For most
BCS 2 molecules this step is performed after synthesis and all in vitro and in vivo tests are performed
with the micronized drug. However, the increased rate of dissolution associated with micronization
might be insufficient for certain APIs. These require increase in apparent solubility as well, thus,
particle size is to be reduced to the nano range as discussed in paragraph 2.3.4. Micronization is usually
run in jet mills in which particle size can be reduced to 5-20 µm. The process is an essential step in drug
development despite of the fact that the particle size distribution, the morphology and shape of the
particles is difficult to control. [113]
Particle size can further be reduced with wet media milling: usually a suspension of the drug and
certain excipients (polymers and/or surfactants) is pulverized in ball mills. The process is also called
nanomilling as particle size can be decreased down to 100 nm. The excipients play a key role in
preventing the aggregation and/or Ostwald ripening (see in section 2.6.1.6) of the nanoparticles. [114]
Nanomilling has several important process paramteres (milling time, size and material of beads, bead
loading, agitation speed, excipient amount, etc…) that are sometimes difficult to control. Although the
technology is capable of creating nanoformulations of a plethora of drugs with improved bioavailability
without hazardous dust formation, the process is time- and energy-consuming and costly. [115] Also,
the material of the instrument or the milling beads (steel, ceramics, glass or PTFE) may appear in the
product as impurity posing health issues.
Despite of the general disadvantages of nanomilling a few commercialized drug products contain
nanocrystalline materials prepared by wet milling. Sirolimus (Rapamune®), aprepitant (Emend®),
fenofibrate (TriCor®), megestrol acetate (Megace®) and palperidone palmitate (Invega Sustenna®) are
well known examples. [116] For aprepitant nanomilling increased the bioavailability of the drug by 5fold in beagle dogs in the fasted state and enable administration regardless of food intake. [117]
As reviewed earlier, Zytiga® contains micronized abiraterone acetate. Two clinical trials were
conducted with an abiraterone acetate composition having further reduced particle size, in which
Goldwater et al and Hussaini et al found that the new formulation in the fasted state was practically
identical at 500 mg dose to 1000 mg Zytiga®. [118][119] In summer 2018 the drug product Yonsa® was
approved containing this “ultramicronzied” form or “fine particles” of abiraterone acetate, doubling
the bioavailability of the active ingredient in the fasted state when compared with Zytiga®. [120] Based
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on the patent submitted by the research group, the d90 value of the particle size distribution of
abiraterone acetate is below 1000 nm and the active ingredient is crystalline. [121]
Although this work focuses on the development and evaluation of a nano-amorphous abiraterone
acetate formulation prepared by controlled precipitation, we have also produced a nanomilled
formulation that was used for in vitro tests and absorption modelling.
2.5.3.2. High pressure homogenization
High pressure homogenization (HPH) is an alternative technology of nanomilling for the preparation
of drug nanocrystals. During high pressure homogenization a suspension (or emulsion) of the active
ingredient (again, containing excipients as well) is pumped through a bottleneck at high velocity.
Cavitation (and to certain extent) collision of the particles break and chip them, shifting the size
distribution to lower diameters.
Usually, the equipment is expensive and complicated, the process is performed at very high pressure
(1000 bar magnitude) and scale up encounters several difficulties as critical parameters and instrument
dimensions change significantly. [122] To achieve sufficiently small particles and narrow size
distribution, several homogenization cycles are to be run. For example paclitaxel nanoparticles with
mean diameter of 250 nm were produced by HPH at 1500 bar with 10-20 homogenisation cycles. [123]

2.6.

Controlled precipitation

In contrast to the top-down technologies (milling, HPH), controlled precipitation is a simple, bottomup method for the preparation of nanoparticles. The technology is also known as flash
nanoprecipitation, solvent exchange precipitation or simply nanoprecipitation. During controlled
precipitation the core material (active ingredient) is dissolved in a water miscible organic solvent
together with (usually block copolymer) excipients and an antisolvent is added rapidly. In case of poorly
water-soluble APIs the antisolvent is generally water. As the equilibrium solubility of the solute
decreases in the new medium, it gets supersaturated and precipitates out of solution. The
supersaturated API and the stabilizers assemble in diffusion limited aggregation. [124] One might think
of the nanoprecipitation as a common solvent exchange crystallization with extreme process
parameters (e.g. mixing time, supersaturation). The theoretical background of the appearance of a
new phase in a supersaturated system is discussed in section 2.6.1.
Optimally, the excipients (preferably amphiphilic polymers, surfactants, etc…) applied prevent the
growth of macroscopic crystals and a colloidal suspension is produced. The precipitation process is
fast, nanoparticles are usually formed in the 10-millisecond time scale. Therefore, extremely fast
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mixing is desired to obtain homogenous supersaturation (and hence narrow particle size distribution)
throughout the system. [124] Usually nanoprecipitation processes yield particles with sub-200 nm
average particle size. [124]
The nanosuspensions formed are not thermodynamically stable in most of the cases and Ostwald
ripening will occur (see in section 2.6.1.6), therefore, solidification is desired. Regular technologies,
e.g. lyophilization or spray drying are available to create solid formulations of the precipitated colloids
enabling the development of solid dosage forms and greatly increasing the stability. [125][126][127]
Two main parameters – assuming instantaneous mixing and excluding inherent physicochemical
properties of the core material and the polymer – that influence the particle size for a given APIstabilizer pair are the ratio of the two components and the total concentration of the solids in the fluid.
[124] Other parameters influencing the process are the material properties of the active ingredient,
the solvent and excipients, the temperature, solvent/antisolvent ratio, mixing characteristics or in case
of flow precipitation the flow rates and the geometry of the mixer. Depending on these factors usually
spherical, amorphous particles are generated, but nanocrystalline precipitates have also been
reported. [128][129][130] Recently it was proven that a wide variety of colloid morphologies (e.g.
multilamellar structured or multi-faced particles) can also be synthetized with different block
copolymers. [131]
The technology is advantageous as it does not require an expensive instrument, process scale-up is
very simple and the precipitation is performed at ambient temperature and pressure. Moreover, it was
proven that precipitated nanoparticles of cyclosporine A outperformed even the amorphous reference
material in dissolution tests and rat studies. [126] However, for certain APIs (e.g. with logP < 6) Ostwald
ripening is prominent and very high polymer:API ratios have to be used. Also, depending on the solid
content of the suspensions produced, lyophilization or spray drying can be long and energy consuming,
rendering a promising formulation industrially unviable.
Interestingly, hydrophilic drugs have also been formulated with controlled precipitation to obtain
sustain release drug products. [132][133] Moreover, hydrophilic macromolecules can also be
encapsulated using nanoprecipitation. [134]
Despite of its simplicity only one commercialized drug product has been formulated with precipitation:
the active ingredient vemurafenib (Zelboraf®) was coprecipitated with the polymer HPMCAS,
increasing the exposure in humans five-fold when compared to the crystalline drug. [135] Also, a
nanoprecipitated aprepitant formulation proved to be equivalent of the marketed nanocrystalline
drug product Emend®. [136]
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As stated earlier, one must keep in mind that the grouping of the advanced technologies shown in the
previous sections is arbitrary and the boundaries between certain definitions are blurred. One can
consider a nanomilled or nanoprecipitated formulation in a polymer matrix a solid dispersion. Also,
multiple formulation methods described above can be combined, for example amorphous salt forms
with particle size in the nano range can be prepared by e.g. high pressure homogenization.
2.6.1. Theoretical background of precipitation
As introduced earlier, controlled precipitation relies on the rapid supersaturation of the active
ingredient in solution by the addition of an antisolvent. This can be considered as an antisolvent
“crystallization” process at extreme supersaturation that leads to – in the majority of cases –
amorphous precipitate. In general, crystallization involves three steps that are the supersaturation of
the system, followed by nucleation and crystal growth. In case of controlled precipitation
supersaturation is achieved by an antisolvent, but at first approach the principles governing the
formation of the new phase are identical regardless of the process pushing out the system from
equilibrium. The process is described by the classical nucleation theory (CNT). To mend its limitations
and better match the experimental results, different extensions and modifications of CNT were
published. In the recent years the non-classical nucleation theory was introduced. In the following
sections these theories are reviewed briefly.
2.6.1.1. Classical nucleation theory
According to the classical nucleation theory the formation of the new phase can be divided to two
(usually overlapping) steps. First tiny nuclei appear that later act as centers for crystallization. This
stage is called as nucleation phase. Molecules from the bulk phase may attach to the nuclei, initiating
crystal growth. The nucleation and growth processes compete for the molecules in solution and their
ratio influence the size distribution of the particles of the new phase. The processes continue as long
as the active ingredient remains supersaturated in the liquid phase.
The thermodynamic background of nucleation was laid down by Gibbs in the 19th century and later –
based on his works – CNT was established by Becker, Volmer, Weber, Döring and Zeldovich.
[137][138][139] The nuclei of the forming phase can be considered as density fluctuations or small
molecular aggregates. Density fluctuations appear in „under-saturated” solutions as well, however,
the small aggregates re-dissolve immediately. Even in supersaturated solutions the appearance of
nuclei is an unlikely process that can take very long times. This can be explained by the initial Gibbs
free energy increase of growing nuclei associated with the appearance of new surfaces. The Gibbs free
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energy change can be described for spherical nucleating particles with r radius with the following
equation:
4 𝑟3
𝑐
∆𝐺 = − 𝜋 𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑙𝑛 + 4𝜋𝑟 2 𝜑𝑠𝑙
3 𝜈
𝑆0

(4)

, where ν is the volume of the solute molecule, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature,
c is molar concentration of the solute, S0 is thermodynamic solubility and ϕsl is the interfacial tension
at the solid-liquid interface. Deriving Equation 4 and solving it for dG/dr = 0 yields the Kelvin equation:
𝑟∗ =

2𝜑𝑠𝑙 𝜈
𝑐
𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝑆
0

(5)

If free energy change (ΔG) is plotted against nucleus size (r), we can observe a maximum on the curve.
This maximum yields the critical nucleus size (r*) and the free energy barrier that is to be overcome
for stable nuclei to form. If r < r*, the clusters will probably dissolve even in supersaturated systems as
the increase in interfacial energy is higher than the energy win associated with the volume of the
forming new phase. (Equation 4, Figure 3)

Figure 3. Free energy change during nucleation
Once a nucleus reaches the critical radius, further growth is thermodynamically favorable. Critical
nucleus size varies significantly from a few molecules to a few thousand molecules in general.
However, extreme cases may differ from this generalization, e.g. certain barium salt crystallization
processes have up to a million ions in the critical nucleus. [140] The factors influencing it are the
material itself, the level of supersaturation and several other factors. The structure of the assembly of
molecules known as nucleus is approximated as spherical in CNT. In reality due to the scale and
rapidness of the process it is extremely difficult to observe nucleation experimentally, the exact
structure of the nucleus is usually unknown. CNT also assumes that nuclei are perfect, albeit tiny
versions of the crystals. The nucleation rate can be given by the following equation:
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𝐽𝐶𝑁𝑇

8𝜋𝛾𝑠𝑙 𝜐𝐷 2
=
𝑐 𝑐 𝑒
𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑙𝑛
𝑆0

16𝜋𝛾3𝑠𝑙 𝜐2

[−

3𝑘𝐵 𝑇(𝑙𝑛

𝑐 2
)
𝑆0

]

(6)

, where D is the diffusion coefficient. JCNT gives the number of particles formed in unit time in unit
volume. [141][142] Equation 6 can be simplified to the following form:

𝐽𝐶𝑁𝑇

𝐴 2
=
𝑐 𝑐 𝑒
𝑙𝑛 𝑆
0

[−

𝐵
]
𝑐 2
(𝑙𝑛 )
𝑆0

(7)

Equation 7 is plotted on Figure 4 with the assumptions that A, B and S0 = 1. Obviously – after some
induction period – with higher levels of supersaturation the rate of nucleation increases rapidly. It can
also be concluded that low supersaturations may yield extremely low nucleation rate. We can define
a concentration range in which no crystallization occurs in a given time despite of the supersaturation
of the solute. This is called the metastable zone, that varies significantly for different materials. As an
illustrative example – based on the calculations of Volmer – the appearance of ice crystals in
undercooled water may take up to 1062 years. [138] Equation 6 also shows that the nucleation rate
depends strongly on the solid-liquid interfacial tension.
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Figure 4. Nucleation rate plotted versus supersaturation. The insert shows the nucleation rate at very
low supersaturations. (Notes: level of supersaturation > 1; A, B, S0 = 1 in Equation 7)
In general, nucleation has a huge impact on product quality aspects, e.g. particle size distribution,
particle shape and polymorphism. Nucleation may occur spontaneously in the bulk phase or can
happen at certain surfaces, e.g. on vessel walls and foreign particles. We call these phenomena
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homogenous and heterogenous nucleation, respectively. Heterogenous nucleation is associated with
lower free energy barrier; therefore, it is a much more probable and faster process. We have to note,
that it is not always possible to determine whether a system nucleated homogenously or
heterogeneously, but larger scale crystallization processes are almost exclusively heterogenous. We
have to distinguish one more type of nucleation which is secondary nucleation. By definition secondary
nucleation is a heterogenous nucleation that occurs only when the crystals of the material being
crystallized are present in the system. These seed crystals enhance the rate of nucleation by stabilizing
the aggregating clusters with van der Waals forces. [143] The method is widely used in industrial
crystallization processes.
When compared to nucleation, crystal growth is a much better described and understood
phenomenon. Crystal growth means the attachment of molecules from the supersaturated solution
phase to the nuclei formed previously. The mechanism is identical to dissolution, although in the
opposite direction. Crystal growth can be limited either by the diffusion of molecules from the solution
phase to the growing crystal surface or by the attachment of molecules to the crystal. Besides material
properties, external factors (temperature, supersaturation, solvent system, etc…) also affect the type
of interactions at the solid-liquid interface, therefore altering the rate of growth. [144] Surfactants and
polymer additives that have less profound and only indirect effect on nucleation (with the alteration
of supersaturation and interfacial tension) can greatly influence – usually hinder – crystal growth. [145]
2.6.1.2. Limitations of classical nucleation theory
The simplifying assumptions in CNT that may cause discrepancies between experimental and
calculated data are listed below:
−

The nucleus has identical structure and properties when compared to the bulk crystalline
phase. Numerous experimental observations contradict this assumption. As seen earlier, at
high supersaturations the critical nucleus size decreases. Obviously, the properties of a tiny
molecule cluster or an oligomer of molecules cannot resemble that of the bulk crystalline
phase.

−

The nucleus is spherical. It was shown in the crystallization of salt that the NaCl nucleus is
cubic. [140]

−

The interface between the nucleus and the solution is a solid boundary and is planar without
regard to critical nucleus size. This is known as the capillary approximation and is thought to
be the crux of CNT. [146]
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−

The species attaching to or dispatching from a cluster is a single molecule and the number of
cluster-cluster attachment or disintegration is negligible and can be excluded from calculations
and theoretical considerations. This is called the Szilard assumption. At high supersaturations
the density of precritical nuclei (nuclei under the critical radius) will be very high and clustercluster interactions have to play an important role. [147]

Despite of the inherent limitations of CNT and the several modifications and extensions proposed,
numerous crystallization events fit well into the theory and CNT is still widely accepted and used in the
21th century. [148][149][150][151]
2.6.1.3. Ostwald’s rule of stages
Ostwald’s rule of stages is not a strict thermodynamic law, rather a conjecture. It states that the first
phase nucleating will be the least thermodynamically stable one. The conjecture is supported by a
plethora of experimental results, first observed by Ostwald in the late 19th century. [152][153] The
phenomenon is the most obvious in highly supersaturated solutions, in which usually amorphous
precipitates or higher energy polymorphs form first. Later these phases may recrystallize to the
thermodynamically stable form. Although no sound thermodynamic background has been established
and there are several papers disproving the rule of stages, it is still considered valid, especially in
industrial precipitation processes. [154] From CNT perspective, the nucleation of higher energy
polymorphs is associated with lower critical free energy barrier, therefore resulting in faster nucleation
of the polymorph.
Controlled precipitation is usually performed at extreme supersaturations. Experimental results fit well
into the rule of stages: in most cases amorphous (the least thermodynamically stable) product is
obtained.
2.6.1.4. Non-classical nucleation
It was shown that CNT carries over-simplified assumptions and inherent limitations. The nucleation
and growth rate of some crystallization processes deviate from CNT significantly. Up to ten orders of
magnitude difference was observed between experimental nucleation rate of lysozyme and
calculations based on CNT. [155]
Non-classical nucleation theories hypothesize the existence of a cluster rich in solute before the
formation of a nucleus. This intermediate cluster is usually termed dense liquid cluster, dense liquid
phase or pre-nucleation cluster. In this dense liquid phase, the molecules assemble to an amorphous
cluster that in turn aggregates and/or crystallizes if no stabilizing agents are present. [156][157]
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Investigation of the pre-nucleation clusters is very difficult, only a few analytical techniques, like cryoTEM, SAXS and analytical ultracentrifuge are available. Several research groups managed to present
solid evidence of pre-nucleation clusters with diameters of a few nanometer for calcium carbonate
and other minerals and some small organic molecules. [158][159][160] It was proven that the
crystallization of colloidal systems and larger organic molecules can also deviate from CNT and follow
the pre-nucleation pathway. [155]
2.6.1.5. Spinodal decomposition
Spinodal decomposition gives a third possible mechanism for nucleation besides classical and nonclassical theories. Spinodal decomposition is associated with practically zero energy barrier and the
rate of the process is governed by diffusional growth of concentration fluctuations. With CNT wording,
the size of the critical nucleus can even be one molecule; each and every collision of the molecules will
lead to aggregation and nuclei appear spontaneously throughout the system.
Depending on the level of supersaturation in a system given, both nucleation and spinodal
decomposition may occur. At lower supersaturations nucleation is preferred while spinodal
decomposition may occur at extreme supersaturations. [161] However, a system has to pass the
metastable zone without nucleation (as described by either the classical or non-classical nucleation
theories). Numerical interpretation of spinodal decomposition may be described by either the CahnHilliard equation or the Smoluchewski equation that are detailed in the literature. [162][163] Recently
a research group suggested that the particle size distribution of polymer nanoparticles prepared by
antisolvent precipitation is determined during the spinodal decomposition stage. [164] The spinodal
decomposition transitions with decreasing supersaturations to crystal growth and Ostwald ripening.
Figure 5 summarizes the three nucleation mechanisms described above.
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Figure 5. Schematics of the initial phase separation steps and the free energy change associated with
the three nucleation models (based on [165])
2.6.1.6. Ostwald ripening
Ostwald ripening is a phenomenon occurring in liquid and solid phase, that can be described as a shift
towards larger particle/droplet sizes in time. [166] A system can be far from thermodynamic
equilibrium even after the end of nucleation and crystal growth phases. Smaller particles have higher
apparent solubility and dissolve faster that lead to supersaturated solute concentrations again. It is
thermodynamically favored for the molecules to redeposit onto the surface of larger particles as this
minimizes the interfacial energy. [167] Simply, large particles grow at the expanse of small particles,
which process is called Ostwald ripening or coarsening, described by Ostwald in 1901. The
phenomenon can be considered as a second crystal growth step, although initial crystal growth and
Ostwald ripening usually overlap. The growth of particles can be controlled by either the diffusion of
the molecules or the attachement to the particle surface. Ostwald ripening can be described
numerically with equation 8:

𝑑𝑛 − 𝑑0𝑛 =

64𝐷𝑆𝑉𝑚 𝛾𝑠𝑙
𝑡
9𝑅𝑇

(8)

, where d is the average diameter at time point t, S is dimensionless solubility (e.g. mole fraction) and
the exponent n is 2 or 3, for attachement and diffusion controlled process, respectively. [168] Equation
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8 is plotted on Figure 6. It can be concluded that temperature has negligible effect in case of aqueous
solutions, decreased solid-liquid interfacial energies are preferred (e.g. with the application of
surfactants) while the solubility of the solute molecule in the medium is critical in preventing rapid
Ostwald ripening. It is important to note that Equation 8 is based on the Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner theory
and recently more general theories and numerical descriptions were given.
The coarsening process is prominent in particulate systems with wide or polymodal particle size
distribution. Therefore, it is imperative to produce particulate systems with as narrow size distribution
as possible, especially in the nano range. Similarly to crystal growth, polymers and other additives can
greatly slow the coarsening of drug nanoparticles. [169]

A, The effect of solute solubility on Ostwald ripening
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B, The effect of temperature on Ostwald ripening
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C, The effect of solid-liquid interfacial tension on Ostwald ripening
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D, The effect of initial particle size on Ostwald ripening
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Figure 6. The effect of parameters (A, solute solubility; B, temperature; C, interfacial tension; D, initial
particle size) on Ostwald ripening (if not stated on the diagrams: n = 3; d0 = 50 nm; D = 10-9 m2/s; S0 =
10 µg/ml; Vm = 2∙10-4 m3/mol; γsl = 0.03 J/m2; T = 298 K)
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2.7.

Objectives

As summarized in the literature review, numerous formulation methods are available for the
formulation of poorly water-soluble active ingredients and abiraterone acetate is a prototypical
example of poorly soluble actives associated with very poor pharmacokinetic profile. Despite of the
well-known physicochemical and pharmacokinetic issues associated with both abiraterone and
abiraterone acetate, advanced formulations for either molecules are extremely scarcely reported.
We started the development of an advanced abiraterone acetate formulation with the primary
objectives of increasing the bioavailability in the fasted state and eliminating the food effect associated
with Zytiga®. This work focused on the controlled precipitation of abiraterone acetate. The following
aims and objectives were set:
−

development of a versatile high troughput (HT) precipitation screening method that covers the
whole experimental space available and can be applied to any poorly soluble active
ingredients;

−

identification of the disadvantageous properties of abiraterone acetate in vitro. This included
solubility measurements, thermoanalytical and crystallographic characterization of
abiraterone acetate;

−

utilization of the HT screening for abiraterone acetate in order to find a stable
nanoformulation. Scale-up and optimization of the formula and production transfer to
continuous flow method;

−

in vitro characterization of the optimized nanoprecipitated abiraterone acetate and
comparison to the micronized drug product Zytiga® and to a nanomilled formulation;

−

in vivo evaluation of the nanoprecipitated formula in dog studies and comparison to the drug
product Zytiga®;

−

conduction of a proof of concept Phase I clinical trial.
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3. Materials and methods
3.1.

Materials

3.1.1. Abiraterone
For bioanalytics abiraterone was purchased from U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention (USP), USA. For
experimental purposes abiraterone was obtained from BOC Sciences (Shirley, New York, USA). The
structure of the compound is shown in Figure 7.
−

Appearance:

White powder

−

Molecular formula:

C24H31NO

−

Molecular weight:

349.5 g/mol

−

Water solubility:

<0.5 µg/ml

−

Melting point:

228°C

−

Purity:

99.5%
Figure 7. Structure of abiraterone

3.1.2. Abiraterone acetate
Unformulated abiraterone acetate was purchased from Leap Labchem Scientific Co. Ltd. (Hangzhou,
China). Micronized abiraterone acetate was purchased from Olon S.p.A. (Rodano, Italy) (batch number
15001CR32E, d90 = 6 µm as measured by laser diffraction). Zytiga® tablets were purchased in a local
pharmacy. The structure of the compound is shown on Figure 8.
−

Appearance:

White powder

−

Molecular formula:

C26H33NO2

−

Molecular weight:

391.6 g/mol

−

Water solubility:

<0.5 µg/ml

−

Melting point:

146°C

−

Purity:

99.4%
Figure 8. Structure of abiraterone acetate

3.1.3. Soluplus
Soluplus is a polyvinyl caprolactam-polyvinyl acetate-polyethylene glycol graft copolymer. The polymer
has a PEG backbone (molecular weight approximately 6 000 g/mol) with one or two side chains
consisting of vinyl acetate randomly copolymerized with vinyl caprolactam in approximately 1:2 ratio.
The average molecular weight of the polymer is 118 000 g/mol (range: 90 000 – 140 000 g/mol).
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Soluplus dissolves readily in water forming an opalescent colloid due to the formation of micelles. The
material was purchased from BASF SE (Ludwigshafen, Germany). The structure of the polymer is shown
on Figure 9.
−

Appearance:

Yellowish granules

−

Molecular weight:

90 000 – 140 000 g/mol

−

Water solubility:

soluble

−

CMC:

7.6 mg/l

−

Glass transition temp.:

around 70°C

−

Melting range:

100-120°C

−

Water content:

max 5%
Figure 9. Structure of Soluplus®

3.1.4. Sodium deoxycholate
Sodium deoxycholate is a bile salt detergent. Sodium deoxycholate was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Saint Louis, Missouri, USA). The structure of the compound is shown on Figure 10.
−

Appearance:

White powder

−

Molecular formula:

C24H39O4Na

−

Molecular weight:

414.6 g/mol

−

Water solubility:

Soluble

−

CMC:

0.8-2.5 mg/ml

−

Melting point:

>350°C

−

Purity:

>97%
Figure 10. Structure of sodium deoxycholate

3.1.5. Other materials
SIF powders were purchased from biorelevant.com (London, UK). FaSSIF and FeSSIF biorelevant media
were prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Organic solvents were purchased from
Molar Chemicals (Budapest, Hungary). If not stated otherwise, water represents ultra purified (UP)
water prepared with Healforce Easy Purification System (Heal Force Bio Meditech, Shanghai, China).
The structures and properties of excipients and solvents used for HT screening, APIs used for analytical
references and chemicals applied in analytical measurements are listed in the Supplementary
materials in section 9.1.
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3.2.

High throughput screening

High throughput stabilizer screening was run using Tecan (Tecan Group Ltd, Männerdorf, Switzerland)
fluid handling robots in order to map the chemical space with the objective of finding stable colloids
and redispersable solid formulations. We designated the stabilizers dissolved in the organic solvent
and in water as primary and secondary stabilizers, respectively. Some stabilizers used are shown in
section 9.1.4 in the Supplementary materials. The solvents used had to be miscible with water, their
mixture had to freeze on dry ice and had to sublime during the lyophilization process. Overall, the
following solvents were used during the HT screening:
−

Methanol

−

Acetone

−

Ethanol

−

Acetonitrile

−

1-Propanol

−

Tetrahydrofuran

−

2-Propanol

The screening consisted of the following steps:
−

Precipitation:
−

API solutions containing primary stabilizer were precipitated with antisolvents
optionally containing secondary stabilizers

−

The assays were run on 96-well polysterene or, in case acetone or THF was used as
solvent, on polypropylene plates

−

The organic solvent content of the colloids was equal or less than 20% after
precipitation

−

Solid formulation:
−

Solid powders were produced from the colloids by freeze-drying using vacuum
evaporation

−

−

The microplates containing the precipitated colloids were frozen on dry ice

−

The plates were placed into a rotational vacuum evaporator for at least 8 hours

Reconstitution and evaluation:
−

Wettability and redispersibility tests were performed on the obtained solid
formulations with fluid handling robots

−

Calculated amount of water was pipetted to the plate wells

−

Redispersibility of the solid formulations were observed optically by microscope

The flow chart on Figure 11 summarizes the process. On each 96-well microplate „useful” samples
were placed together with positive controls, negative controls and API controls. The controls were the
following:
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−

Positive control: an aqueous micellar solution of a polymer was used. During the lyophilization
step low density white powder formed that dispersed upon reconstitution forming a slightly
opalescent colloid.

−

Negative control: simple water was pipetted into the wells

−

API control: the active ingredient was precipitated with water from the solvent given without
any stabilizer. In case of a typical BCS 2/4 compound the API control usually exhibits
aggregated/crystallized particles that do not disperse in water upon reconstitution.

Preparation
of APIsolventstabilizer
systems

Addition of
the
antisolvent

Freezing of
the plate
on dry ice

Freeze
drying

Dispersion
in water
and/or
SGF

Evaluation
of the
formulae

Figure 11. High throughput precipitation screening flow chart

3.3.

Preparation of abiraterone acetate formulations

The in vitro performance of five abiraterone acetate test items were compared in the study:
−

Unformulated abiraterone acetate

−

Micronized abiraterone acetate

−

Nanomilled abiraterone acetate

−

Physical mixture

−

Precipitated nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate

The unformulated and micronized actives were used as received without further processing or
purification. The physical mixture was a blend of the API and stabilizers used in the nano-amorphous
sample at the ratio given. The production of the nanomilled and precipitated abiraterone acetate
samples are detailed below.
3.3.1. Preparation of nano-amorphous formulation by continuous flow precipitation
Nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate powder-in-bottle (PiB) formulation was produced using a
continuous flow technology. [170] The method relied on the precipitation of the API from its organic
solvent by the addition of an antisolvent in the presence of stabilizer(s). A tetrahydrofuran solution
containing 10 mg/ml and 40 mg/ml abiraterone acetate and Soluplus, respectively was prepared. A
second solution containing 1.5 mg/ml sodium deoxycholate in distilled water was also prepared. The
two solutions were mixed at 30 оC at a flow rate of 10 ml/min and 40 ml/min for the organic and the
aqueous solution, respectively. The resulting colloid solution was immediately frozen on acetone-dry
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ice mixture and freeze dried at 0.0045 mbar vacuum for 36 hours using a ScanVac CoolSafe freeze
dryer with a -110°C ice condenser (Labogene A/S, Allerød, Denmark). This method was used for sample
production for analytics, the beagle dog studies and the clinical trial.
3.3.2. Preparation wet milled formulation
Wet milling was carried out using a Fritsch Pulverisette 6 instrument (Fritsch GmbH, Idar-Oberstein,
Germany). Chemical composition of the wet milled sample was the same as that of the nanoamorphous abiraterone acetate. A suspension containing 0.447 g abiraterone acetate, 1.178 g Soluplus
and 0.267 g sodium deoxycholate in 12.5 ml distilled water was measured into the milling vessel. The
following milling parameters were used: milling vessel volume: 250 ml, number of balls: 25, size of
balls: 10 mm, material of the balls: Si2N3, milling time: 5 x 1 hour, milling speed: 500 rpm. The
suspension was washed into the lyophilization vessel using 12.5 ml distilled water, then it was
lyophilized.

3.4.

Analytical methods

3.4.1.Quantification of the active ingredient in solution
3.4.1.1.

UV-Vis method

Determination of the active ingredient in solution was performed using a VWR UV-3100PC UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (VWR International, Radnor, Pennsylvania, USA). To obtain calibration curve
known quantities of the reference actives (abiraterone and abiraterone acetate) were dissolved in
methanol. The UV absorbance of these solutions was measured at 254 nm characteristic wavelength
for both compounds. Concentration-absorbance relationship, the calibration curve was then
calculated. For both compounds the LOQ of the method was 10 μg/ml and the calibration curve was
linear between 10-40 μg/ml concentration.
3.4.1.2.

HPLC method

A Rigol L-3000 HPLC instrument (Rigol Scientific, Beijing, China) was used with a Kinetex EVO C18 5
µm 100 Å 100 x 4.6 mm column (Phenomenex, Torrance, California, USA). The chemicals applied were
HPLC grade, obtained from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany). A gradient elution program was
conducted for chromatographic separation with mobile phase A (0.1% trifluoroaceticacid in water),
and mobile phase B (acetonitrile) as follows: 0–1 min (80–5% A), 1–3.5 min (5-5% A), 3.5–4 min (5–
80% A), 4–6.0 min (80–80% A). The flow rate was 2 ml/min and the injection volume was 5 µl. The
overall run time was 5 minutes. The column temperature was set to 30°C. Both abiraterone and
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abiraterone acetate were detected with a UV detector at 254 nm wavelength. Solutions containing
unknown amounts of the active ingredients were measured after calibration. For both compounds the
LOQ of the method was 0.5 µg/ml and the calibration curve was linear between 0.5-150 µg/ml.
3.4.2. Solubility measurement of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate
The solubility of both compounds was measured in aqueous media including water, simulated gastric
fluid (SGF), FaSSIF v2 and FeSSIF v2 at room temperature and at 37°C. For SGF a hydrochloric acid
solution (pH = 1.6) was used containing 2 mg/ml sodium chloride. FaSSIF v2 and FeSSIF v2 powders
were obtained from biorelevant.com (London, UK) and stock solutions were prepared in accordance
with the manufacturer’s guidances. Suspensions were prepared with the APIs and the solvents given.
Magnetic stirring was applied at 150 min-1. The samples were equilibrated for at least 48 hours. After
the equilibration the samples were filtered with a 100 nm PES syringe filter (Filterbio) and the active
content in the filtrate was determined by the HPLC method described in paragraph 3.4.1.2.
Moreover, thermodynamic solubilities were determined in organic solvents including methanol,
ethanol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, acetone, acetonitrile and tetrahydrofuran at room temperature and
at 37°C. Suspensions were prepared with the active ingredients in the solvents given. After 24 hours
equilibration the suspensions were filtered with a 100 nm syringe filter. For lower molecular weight
alcohols polyethersulfonate, for acetone, acetonitrile and THF nylon filters were used. The active
content in the filtrate was determined by UV-Vis method described in paragraph 3.4.1.1.
All solubility measurements were run in at least triplicate at both room temperature and at 37±1°C.
3.4.3. Thermoanalytical investigation of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate
TGA measurements were performed with a TGA55 instrument. (TA Instruments, New Castle,
Delaware, USA) Thermal behavior was scanned from 25°C to 300°C with 10°C/min heating rate.
Approximately 10 mg of the APIs was measured in platinum sample pans.
For the characterization of the unformulated APIs DSC measurements were performed with a DSC2500
instrument (TA Instruments, New Castle, Delaware, USA) in the temperature range of 40-300°C for
abiraterone and 40-200°C for abiraterone acetate. The heating rate was 10°C/min. Approximately 5
mg active ingredient was measured in standard aluminum sample pans. The onset of the melting peak
was considered as melting temperature. Measurements were run in triplicate.
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The nano-amorphous formula was analysed with temperature modulated DSC with a DSC2500
instrument. Approximately 3 mg sample was measured into an open TZero pan. The heating rate was
3°C/min. The temperature modulation amplitude was 1°C with 60 s modulation period.
Nitrogen purge gas (Purity: >99.995%; Messer Hungarogáz Kft, Budapest, Hungary) was used for the
thermoanalytical instruments. Evaluation was performed with TRIOS software (version 4.3.1.39215).
3.4.4. Redispersibility test
The redispersibility of the nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate PiB formula was tested by the addition
of 50 ml water to the PiB. After 10 minutes the solid had to disperse completely in the medium forming
a milky colloidal suspension with no visible aggregates or lumps.
3.4.5. Colloid stability measurement
Stability of the reconstituted colloids was measured by filtration followed by quantification of the
active in the filtrate. A 450 nm hydrophilic PTFE syringe prefilter was used, and abiraterone acetate
content was measured by UV-Vis in the filtrate.
3.4.6. Particle size determination
Crystals of the unformulated API were large enough to be visualized by a standard laboratory
microscope. The size of the crystals was estimated using a 50 μm grid. Particle size of the colloid
solutions was determined by DLS (Nanotrac NPA-250, Microtrac Co., USA). Measurement time was
3∙60 seconds. Microtrac software (version: 11.0) was used for the calculation of typical particle size
values. All experiments were performed at room temperature.
Particle size of the redispersed colloid solution was also determined by scanning electronmicroscopy.
A FEI Quanta 3D dual beam SEM instrument (ThermoFischer Scientific, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) was
used for analysis.
3.4.7. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)
Crystal structure of the different preparations was investigated by using a Philips PW1050/1870 RTG
powder diffractometer in reflection mode. The X-ray source was Cu-Kα radiation. Samples were
scanned from 3° to 50° 2θ with 0.02° 2θ steps.
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3.4.8. Water content determination
Determination of the water content of freeze dried nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate PiB
formulation was performed by Karl-Fischer titration. A Mettler Toledo KF Titrator V30 instrument
(Mettler Toledo, Greifensee, Switzerland) was used.
3.4.9. Residual solvent analysis
Determination of the residual solvent content of freeze dried nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate
PiB formulation was performed by HS-GC measurement based on Ph Eur method 2.4.24 for residual
solvent determination. An Agilent gas chromatograph (Agilent Instruments, Santa Clara, California,
USA) was used with head space autosampler. Based on the FDA recommendation the residual THF
level could not exceed 720 ppm. [171]
3.4.10. Chemical stability test
Chemical stability and related substances of abiraterone acetate were determined by the HPLC method
described in the pharmacopeias. A Rigol L3000 HPLC system was used for the measurements with a
Kinetex C18 100A, 2.6 μm, 4.6x100 mm column. The chemicals applied were HPLC grade, obtained
from Merck Millipore. A gradient elution program (according to the USP) was conducted for
chromatographic separation with mobile phase A (98% 10 mM ammonium acetate in water, 2%
methanol) and mobile phase B (98% acetonitrile, 2% methanol) as shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Gradient program of the chemical stability measurement
Time (min)

A (%)

B (%)

0

60

40

3

60

40

10

10

90

15

60

40

16

60

40

22

60

40

The flow rate was 2 ml/min and the injection volume was 10 µl. The overall run time was 22 minutes.
The column temperature was set to 30°C. UV detection at 254 nm wavelength was used. According to
pharmacopeial guidelines the reporting limit of impurities was set at 0.05%, no individual impurity
could exceed 0.3% while the total impurity had to be below 2.0%.
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3.4.11. Physical stability test
The physical stability of the nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate PiB formulation was monitored in
time with redispersibility tests, colloid stability measurements, water content analysis, PAMPA
permeability, XRD and mDSC measurements. The methods were identical to the ones performed after
production and summarized in the previous paragraphs. The PiB samples were stored at 4°C, room
temperature and at 40°C. The sample bottles were closed with a cap, although no vacuum was applied
and no desiccant was placed into the bottles. The in vitro tests were performed after 2 weeks and 1
month.
3.4.12. Dissolution test
Solubility and dissolution of the abiraterone acetate test articles were measured by dispersing the
different test formulations in FaSSIF or FeSSIF biorelevant media at 1 mg/ml API concentration and
incubating them at 37 °C with stirring at 50 rpm. Samples were taken at the indicated time points and
solubility was determined by filtration. For the non-colloidal preparations (unformulated API, Zytiga®)
a 220 nm syringe filter (FilterBio PTFE-L), while for the colloid solutions (wet milled abiraterone acetate,
nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate) a 20 nm syringe filter (Whatman Anotop 10Plus) was used.
Abiraterone acetate concentration in the filtrate was measured by HPLC.
3.4.13. Apparent permeability measurement
In vitro apparent permeability (Papp) was determined using double sink GIT PAMPA with optional
individual well stirring [172]. Apparent permeability was measured in a 96-well plate assay across an
artificial membrane composed of dodecane with 20% soy lecithin supported by a PVDF membrane
(EMD Millipore, Burlington, Massachusetts, USA). In general, the test items were dispersed at 0.5
mg/ml API concentration in the medium given. The receiver compartment contained phosphate
buffered saline (pH 7.4) supplemented with 1% SDS. Membrane integrity was investigated by the
leakage test of lucifer yellow added to the donor compartment at 0.1 mg/ml concentration. [173]
For the estimation of the parameters used in the calculation of fraction dose absorbed, the donor
compartment was prepared by incubation of abiraterone acetate and abiraterone in aqueous buffers
at pH 5.0 at 1 mg/ml concentration for 24 hours in FeSSIF with stirring at 50 rpm. This solution was
filtered using a 100 nm syringe filter (FilterBio PES) and the filtrate was used in the donor compartment
with magnetic stirring at 500 rpm using a magnetic stir-bar.
If not stated otherwise, the assay was performed at 25 ± 1 °C, the incubation time was 4 hours. The
concentration of abiraterone or abiraterone acetate in the receiver compartment was determined by
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HPLC. Measurements were assayed in triplicates; averages and unbiased standard deviations of P app
were calculated as

𝑃𝑎𝑝𝑝 = −

𝑉𝐷 𝑉𝑅
𝐶𝑅 (𝑡)
ln(1 −
)
(𝑉𝐷 𝑉𝑅 )𝐴𝜀𝑎 𝑡
𝐶𝐸𝑞

(9)

,where VD is the volume of the donor compartment, VR is the volume of the acceptor compartment, A
is the accessible filter area, ɛa is the apparent porosity (ɛa = 0.76) as described in [172], t is the
incubation time, CR(t) is the concentration in the receiver compartment at time point t and CEq is the
hypothetical concentration assuming that all of the test item transferred from the donor to the
receiver compartment. The validation set covering the whole permeability space was assayed under
the same conditions at 2.5 mM for metoprolol, propranolol and verapamil; at 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 mM for
naproxen, hydrochlorothiazide and carbamazepine, respectively; and at 25 mM for atenolol.
Incubation time was 4 hours for hydrochlorothiazide, atenolol, metoprolol and propranolol, while it
was 2 hours for naproxen, verapamil, and carbamazepine.

3.5.

Estimation of fraction dose absorbed

Estimation of fraction dose absorbed (fa) was based on equations published earlier. [174][175] In vitro
solubility, dissolution and PAMPA permeability measurements in biorelevant media were used to
calculate the Dissolution number (Dn), the Dose number (Do) and the Absorption number (An). Do was
calculated using the following equation:
𝑀0
𝑉
𝐷𝑜 = 0
𝑆0

(10)

where M0 is 50 mg (the dose of the beagle dog study), V0 is 50 ml (the administration volume of the
beagle dog study) and S0 is the solubility measured at 24 hours in biorelevant media. Dn was estimated
from the initial dissolution rate (0–5 minutes) in biorelevant media using the following equation:
∗
𝐶5𝑚𝑖𝑛
∗
𝐷𝑛 = 𝑡
𝐷𝑜

(11)

where C*5min is the ratio of the concentration measured at 5 minutes and S0, t* is the ratio of the
dissolution time (5 minutes) and tres is the small intestinal transit time in beagle dogs (4.5 hours, [176]).
An was calculated using the following equation:
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𝐴𝑛 =

𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠

(12)

where R is the radius of the beagle dog intestine (0.5 cm [176]). Peff was estimated from the apparent
PAMPA permeability (Papp) of abiraterone acetate using a validation set covering the whole
permeability space with known Peff (Supplementary table 1 in [177]). Using the Do, Dn and An fraction
dose absorbed (fa) was calculated as:

𝑓𝑎 = 1 − (𝑟 ∗ (1))3 −

𝐶 ∗ (1)
𝐷𝑜

(13)

where r*(1) and C*(1) is the dimensionless radius of the particles and the dimensionless concentration
𝑟(1)

𝐶(1)

at the end of the intestine (𝑟(0)and 𝐶(0)),respectively. The values of r*(1) and C*(1) were calculated
by numerically solving the following differential equations:
𝑑𝑟 ∗
𝐷𝑛 1 − 𝐶 ∗
=
−
𝑑𝑧 ∗
3 𝑟∗

(14)

𝑑𝐶 ∗
= 𝐷𝑜𝐷𝑛𝑟 ∗ (1 − 𝐶 ∗ ) − 2𝐴𝑛𝐶 ∗
𝑑𝑧 ∗

(15)

𝑟

𝐶

where r* is the dimensionless particle size (𝑟(0)), C* is the dimensionless concentration (𝑆 ), z* is the
0

dimensionless position along the small

3.6.

𝑧
intestine (𝐿),

where L is the length of the small intestine.

Beagle dog pharmacokinetic studies

All animal experiments were performed by Aurigon-Toxicoop Research Center Ltd., Dunakeszi,
Hungary (ATRC). All experimental procedures were approved by the Animals Ethics Committee (IACUC
at ATRC) and carried out in Animal Facility of ATRC in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (National Research Council, 2011). All experiments were performed in agreement
with the principles of the European Community guidelines for the use of experimental animals. Male
beagle dogs, 28-29 months of age (11-13 kg body weight) (Aurigon-Toxicoop Research Center Ltd.
Dunakeszi, Hungary), were housed and fed daily with 300 g ssniff® Hd-H diet for dogs (ssniff®
Spezialdiäten GmbH, Soest, Germany) at approximately the same time in the morning. On treatment
day fasted animals were fasted for at least 12 hours before treatment and standard diet (ssniff® Hd-H
diet) was distributed 4 hours after the treatment. Fed animals received approximately 250 g high fat
diet (Royal Canin Endurance 4800, crude fat content: approx. 30%) instead of the standard diet in the
morning before administration of the test item. The administration was only performed after the
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animal consumed the food provided. 150 g standard diet (ssniff® Hd-H diet) was offered 4 hours after
the administration. The nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate and crushed Zytiga® tablet test items
were administered as redispersed solids in 50 ml distilled water; dose was 50 mg. For determination
of plasma levels of abiraterone approximately 3 ml of blood was collected in plastic vials with lithium
heparin as anticoagulant at each time point. Blood was withdrawn from the v. cephalica antebrachii
or v. saphena with sterile, disposable needles. The blood sampling time points were the followings in
each period: 0 min (pre-dose), 15 min, 30 min, 45 min, 1h, 2h, 4h, 6h, 8h and 12h after treatment. After
sampling, the blood was kept on crushed ice. Plasma samples were prepared by centrifugation of the
blood at 2500 g for 15 minutes at 4°C within 60 minutes after blood sampling. The separated plasma
(approx. 1 ml) was transferred into Eppendorf tubes and stored at −70°C until analyzed by LC/MS/MS.
3.6.1. Bioanalytical method
Abiraterone quantification in dog plasma samples was performed by reverse phase high performance
liquid chromatography with MS/MS detection using an AB SCIEX 5500 QTRAP mass spectrometer
(Applied Biosystems, Toronto, Canada) equipped with an Agilent 1290 Series HPLC system (Agilent
Technologies Inc., Waldbronn, Germany). 100 μl of plasma collected was transferred into a 0.6 ml
Eppendorf tube, then 310 μl of methanol was added. The sample was mixed and centrifuged at 10 000
rpm for 5 minutes. 180 μl of supernatant was transferred into an autoinjector vial. 2 μl of the
supernatant was injected to the HPLC system equipped with an Inertsil ODS-4, 3μm, 2.1x75 mm
column (GL Sciences, Eindhoven, Netherlands). Separations were performed using a gradient mobile
phase with A: 0.1% formic acid in water and B: 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile. Flow rate was 0.4
ml/min. The analysis time was 8 minutes per sample. Detection was performed by an SCIEX 5500
QTRAP (Applied Biosystems) MS/MS detector. The internal standard was protriptyline. Retention time
for abiraterone and protriptyline was 2.6 ± 0.2 minutes and 2.2 ± 0.2 minutes, respectively. MS
detection parameters were the following: Abiraterone – Q1 (amu) = 350.20, Q3 (amu) = 334.20,
Collision energy (V) = 47, Dwell time (ms) = 200; Protriptyline – Q1 (amu) = 264.20, Q3 (amu) = 155.00,
Collision energy (V) = 30, Dwell time (ms) = 200. Acceptance criteria for accuracy was ≤ 20% for the
lowest calibrator (1 ng/ml) and ≤ 15% for the rest of the calibrators. Accuracy of the calibrators was in
the 0.93-1.06 range. Correlation coefficient of the calibration curve was 0.9996. Repeatability was in
the 0.95-1.09 range. Limit of quantification was 0.5 ng/ml.
3.6.2. PK data analysis
Pharmacokinetic evaluation was performed using WinNonlin Professional Version 4.0.1 software
(Pharsight Corporation, Saint Louis, Missouri, USA). Area under the plasma concentration–time curve
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(AUClast) was calculated from observed plasma concentrations from 0 to 12 h using the linear
trapezoidal method. Any plasma concentrations below the limit of quantitation were set equal to zero.
Arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the mean (±S.D.) of AUClast, observed Cmax and tmax were
calculated using Microsoft Excel. Two tailed, unpaired t-test was used for statistical analysis.

3.7.

Clinical study

3.7.1. Study population
Healthy subjects were selected by the investigators based on their medical history, physical
examination, electrocardiograms and routine clinical laboratory test results. Eleven male subjects aged
18–65 years and body mass index between 19 and 35 kg/m2 were enrolled to ensure data in at least
10 evaluable subjects. All subjects gave written informed consent and received an inconvenience
allowance for their participation.
3.7.2. Clinical Study Design
The study was conducted at Quotient Sciences (Nottingham, UK) in accordance with the Clinical
Protocol, with the Declaration of Helsinki and its amendments, with the International Conference on
Harmonisation Good Clinical Practice (ICH GCP) Guidelines, and in accordance with all applicable
regulatory requirements. This was an open-label, fixed treatment sequence, 3-period, single dose,
crossover study design conducted at a single-center. The IMP used to support the treatment of
subjects was prepared as a 50 mg unit dose PiB formulation, with multiple bottles used as needed to
achieve the required dose. The PiB was reconstituted by adding 50 ml water to produce a suspension
formulation prior to dosing. After oral administration, additional water was added to each bottle and
dosed as a rinsing step to ensure the total dose was given. The total volume administered in all
treatment periods was 240 ml. In treatment period 1, subjects received the abiraterone acetate (100
mg) formulation as powder in bottle (PiB) in the fasted state. An interim review of pharmacokinetic
and safety data from treatment period 1 was conducted to determine whether to treat subjects in
period 2 with either 50 or 200 mg PiB formulation in the fasted state or 100mg PiB formulation in the
fed state. A second interim review was performed after treatment period 2 to determine whether to
treat subjects in treatment period 3 with either 50, 100 or 200 mg PiB formulation in the fed state or
administer an alternative dose in the fasted state. All abiraterone formulations were administered as
single doses following an overnight fast (minimum 10 hours) or after an FDA standard high-fat
breakfast which was consumed within 30 minutes prior to dosing, as defined by the selected treatment
regimen. The minimum washout period between the consecutive doses was at least 7 days. Venous
blood samples of approximately 4 ml were collected for the determination of plasma concentrations
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of abiraterone immediately prior to dosing and at 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 48 and 72 hours
post dose.
3.7.3. Bioanalytical method
Human plasma samples were analyzed for abiraterone using a validated liquid chromatography with
tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) method at LGC Limited (Fordham, Cambridge, UK). Method
validation was based upon “Guideline on Bioanalytical Method Validation”, EMA, CHMP, EWP, July
2011 with reference to the “Guidance for Industry, Bioanalytical Method Validation”
recommendations issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug
Administration, Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER), Center for Veterinary Medicine
(CVM), May 2001, BP.
Aliquots of 50.0 μl prepared standards, QC samples or samples were added to a 2 ml 96 well plate. 20
μl of 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile was added containing the internal standard [2H4]-Abiraterone.
The solution was mixed at 1200 rpm for 0.5 minute. 500 μl of 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile was
added and mixed at 1500 rpm for 1 minute. The plate was centrifuged at 2000 g for 10 minutes at 4°C.
100 μl of the supernatant was transferred to a 1 ml 96-well plate containing 100 μl of 0.1% formic acid
in acetonitrile. The solution was mixed at 1500 rpm for 1 minute. The plate was centrifuged at 2000 g
for 10 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was analyzed by LC/MS-MS. Chromatography conditions:
instrument: Applied Biosystems API5500, column: Acquity UPLC C18 BEH 1.7 μm, 50x2.1 mm i.d, flow
rate: 0.5 ml/min, injection volume: 5 μl, mobile phase A: 0.2% formic acid in acetonitrile, mobile phase
B: 0.2% formic acid in water, gradient program: 0-0.25 min: 35% A, 65% B, 0.25-1.2: A: 100%, B: 0%,
1.2-1.5 min A: 100%, B: 0%, 1.5-1.6: A: 35%, B: 65%, 1.6-2.0 min A:35%, B: 65%. MS/MS conditions:
positive ionization 5500 eV, precursor ion (m/z): 350.2, product ion (m/z): 156.1, dwell time (ms): 100,
typical retention time (min): 0.9. Precursor and product ions were 354.2 and 160.2 for the internal
standard, respectively.
The bioanalytical method was found to be linear for abiraterone over the calibration range of 0.20 200 ng/ml. The precision and accuracy of the method was found to be within the target limits of within
20% at the lower limit of quantification and within 15% at all other concentrations. The recovery of
abiraterone from human plasma was consistent across the analytical range and acceptable and no
significant matrix effects were observed.
3.7.4. Pharmacokinetic evaluation
The plasma concentration time profile of abiraterone was analyzed using noncompartmental methods
with WinNonlin PK software (v6.3, Certara USA, Inc., USA). The maximal plasma concentration (Cmax),
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area under the concentration-time curve from time 0 to tlast (AUC0-t), and area under the concentrationtime curve (AUC0-∞) for abiraterone underwent a natural logarithmic transformation and were
analyzed using mixed effect modeling techniques. The model included terms for the treatment
received fitted as a fixed effect and subject fitted as a random effect. Adjusted geometric mean ratios
(GMRs) and 90% confidence intervals (CI) for the adjusted geometric mean ratios were calculated.
3.7.5. Safety evaluations
Safety was assessed in all subjects through monitoring of changes in vital sign values, clinical laboratory
test results, physical examinations, ECGs and adverse event reports.
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4. Results and discussion
4.1.

HT precipitation screening

We developed a high throughput screening system that enabled the rapid precipitation screening of
substances with poor solubility. The objective of the screening was the identification of solid
formulations that dispersed instantaneously in water and/or SGF forming a colloid solution or colloid
suspension without significant sedimentation, visible aggregates or crystals. We defined these
compositions as hits. Based on our experiences these compositions possessed particle size in the lower
nano range and might behave as quasi-BCS 1 compounds in in vivo tests due to the high
supersaturation of the API for extended periods, enabling rapid and complete absorption. [178] In
general, higher number of hits during HTS could be associated with higher probability of developing a
(or even multiple) viable nanoformulation(s).
Due to the use of 96 well microplates the overall material need of a screening covering the complete
experimental space with 3360 formulations was as low as 100 mg. With one lyophilizer unit operating
at full capacity the complete screening for one API could be wrapped up in two days. This enabled the
rapid screening and pre-formula selection of numerous active ingredients. Figure 12 depicts the
analysis of a well after reconstitution. It is important to note that the hits identified during the HTS are
to be scaled-up and optimized and later transferred to continuous flow production.

Figure 12. HT screening example. The well magnified contains a clearly aggregated sample as it can be
observed on the raw image and processed image as well. A portion of the well in the database is also
shown on the lower right hand side.
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In theory, the hit rate (the number of hits found during HTS divided by the total number of
experiments) for a water soluble active ingredient is 100% excluding special cases in which the API
precipitates with one of the excipients, decomposes and mayhaps forms hydrophobic byproducts,
etc… Obvously, precipitation does not occur at all as the medium after the addition of the “antisolvent”
is also a good solvent of an e.g. BCS 1 molecule.
For a hypothetical poorly soluble drug molecule that cannot exist in amorphous form and crystallizes
immediately from solution, 0% hit rate is expected.
We found that the overall hit rate was 7% in our HTS system. This meant that on each plate 5-6 hits
could be identified on average. These hits could be used for scale-up experiments and analytics. As
expected, this value varied greatly from active ingredient to active ingredient. Some APIs exhibited
very high, above 30% hit rate while certain others yielded practically zero hits. We tentatively found
that high molecular weight and low melting point could be associated with increased hit rates. Larger
molecular weight – in general – implies slower diffusion in solution and slower diffusion results in lower
number of collisions between molecules (or aggregates), ultimately yielding lower aggregation rate in
solution. [179] Moreover, higher molecular weight is associated with higher degree of conformational
flexibility that decreases the probability of crystallization. [180][181] In other words, a higher
molecular weight drug is more probable to remain stable in the amorphous form when compared to a
small, rigid molecule. On the other hand, higher melting point is generally associated with more stable
crystal lattice (besides a plethora of other physicochemical parameters) which increases the tendency
to crystallization. [182] These observations were in agreement with the findings of other research
groups that investigated the crystallization kinetics of APIs as summarized in section 2.5.1.4.
The hit rate also varied for solvents. Methanol and THF yielded the highest hit rates, while the hit rate
in acetone was only a third of the former two solvents. These marked differences between solvents
are difficult to explain and this topic is not covered in literature. Nevertheless, the solubility of
stabilizers varies in organic solvents. Of the solvents used methanol is capable of dissolving the widest
range of stabilizers, probably increasing the hit rate. On the other hand, THF is the best solvent in terms
of equilibrium solubility of active ingredients. Some APIs with very high melting point can only be
dissolved in THF, but this would – in theory – decrease the hit rate as high Tm APIs tend to crystallize
rapidly. The paradox may be resolved by the relatively high freezing point of THF:water=1:4 mixture.
The solvent mixture freezes around 0°C which is reached rapidly with dry ice, preventing the Ostwald
ripening of the produced colloids. [183]
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With regard to the stabilizers, hit rate again showed marked differences. Some stabilizers were more
capable to prevent the rapid nucleation and crystal growth of poorly soluble drugs. The most successful
stabilizers were TPGS and poloxamer 407. Interestingly, PEG polymers that are frequently cited as
successful crystal growth inhibitors yielded very low hit rate and we never managed to develop a viable
nanoformulation containing PEG as primary stabilizer.
Numerous active ingredients have been formulated successfully utilizing the HT platform as the first
step in the formulation process. Several poorly soluble drug formulations (including aprepitant and
sirolimus) have reached in vivo tests, outperforming commercial advanced drug products. [136][184]
The HT platform developed was utilized later for the abiraterone acetate formulation screening.
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4.2.

Characterization of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate

Before the HT screening, detailed physicochemical characterization was performed on the
unformulated abiraterone acetate to identify the exact reasons behind the pharmacokinetic issues.
The material properties were compared to those of the parent compound abiraterone.
4.2.1. Solubility and PAMPA permeability tests
The results of the solubility tests in water and biorelevant media are summarized in Table 5, Figure 13
and Figure 14. Both abiraterone and its prodrug were extremely poorly soluble in water; the solubility
values were below the detection limit, 0.5 μg/ml. Both compounds exhibited low, albeit increased
solubility in SGF. After 48 hours of equilibration in SGF abiraterone was detected in the abiraterone
acetate samples indicating ester cleavage. The concentration was practically identical to the
thermodynamic solubility of abiraterone. The compounds showed extremely low solubility in FaSSIFV2 media. Our solubility data in fasted state simulating medium are lower than the ones measured by
Stappaerts et al. [185] The differences might be explained by the different medium used (FaSSIF in
[185] and FaSSIF-V2 in this experiment). More bile salts helped to solubilize the compounds in FeSSIFV2. Interestingly, the solubility of abiraterone acetate showed marked increase in fed state simulating
medium. This is in agreement with the very high food effect observed in clinical trials.
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Figure 13. The results of the solubility tests of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate in biorelevant
media (ND: not detectable)
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Figure 14. The results of the solubility tests of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate in organic solvents
(Dec: decomposes, see description)
In organic solvents abiraterone was slightly soluble while abiraterone acetate was soluble or freely
soluble, exhibiting one order of magnitude higher solubility when compared to the parent compound.
Bottom-up advanced formulation methods for abiraterone are practically disabled in the solvents
investigated due to the low equilibrium solubility. In acetone abiraterone showed marked shift in UV
absorbance maximum, from 254 nm to 269 nm. After further investigation by HPLC it was concluded
that the active ingredient was labile in acetone at both temperatures. A more hydrophilic
decomposition product was identified on the chromatograms with practically no abiraterone present
after 24 hours.
The results of the PAMPA permeability tests are shown on Figure 15 and Table 4. The PAMPA
measurement has been thoroughly described and validated in an earlier paper of the authors. [186]
Lucifer yellow could not be detected in the receiver compartment during measurements indicating
adequate membrane integrity. Cefazoline sodium (as a typical BCS 3 compound) and ibuprofen sodium
(as a typical BCS 1 compound) are given as standards with negligible and high permeability. In general,
both abiraterone and abiraterone acetate exhibited extremely low PAMPA permeability in the media
investigated. Most probably the poor solubility contributed to the barely measurable passive
permeabilities. Interestingly, at 37°C the permeability of abiraterone acetate in FeSSIF-V2 increased by
one and a half order of magnitudes. PAMPA measurements also support the food effect observed in
clinical trials with abiraterone acetate.
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Figure 15. PAMPA permeabilities of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate with cefazoline sodium and
ibuprofen sodium as negligible and high permeability references, respectively (ND – not detectable)
Table 4. PAMPA permeabilities of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate
Water
Active ingredient

FaSSIF V2

FeSSIF V2

T (°C)

Papp
(·10-6 cm/s)

StDev

Papp
(·10-6 cm/s)

StDev

Papp
(·10-6 cm/s)

StDev

23 ± 1

0.013

0.011

0.013

0.011

0.007

0.005

37 ± 1

0.008

0.007

0.000

0.000

0.033

0.003

23 ± 1

0.129

0.088

0.013

0.008

0.024

0.022

37 ± 1

0.068

0.010

0.022

0.001

1.057

0.048

Cefazoline sodium 37 ± 1

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Ibuprofen sodium 37 ± 1

1.471

0.051

13.705

0.312

23.760

0.412

Abiraterone

Abiraterone
acetate

At a first glance - based on the solubility and PAMPA permeability tests – no rationale can be seen in
choosing the prodrug approach to enhance the bioavailability of abiraterone. The acetate form has
lower solubility in SGF and FaSSIF-V2 and only marginally higher passive permeability in FaSSIF-V2. The
paradox can be resolved by the work of Stappaerts et al. The research group observed that after the
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rapid ester cleavage abiraterone concentrations exceeded the thermodynamic solubility of the
compound in intestinal fluids by an order of magnitude. This supersaturation is thought to be the main
driving force of absorption. [185] Based on these findings we can rule out that the originator opted for
a chemical modification simply to increase the absorption rate from the GI tract as usual for ester
prodrugs. [35]
4.2.2. Thermoanalytical and crystallographic analysis
Representative DSC curves are shown on Figure 16 and all thermoanalytical results are summarized in
Table 5. During the thermogravimetric analysis both compounds exhibited negligible weight loss up to
200°C. This indicated that no residual solvent or humidity was present in the samples and no chemical
decomposition occurred. The DSC curves showed intensive melting peaks at 228°C and 146°C for
abiraterone and abiraterone acetate, respectively. The enthalpy of fusion of abiraterone was twice
that of the prodrug.
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Figure 16. DSC curves of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate
In agreement with the DSC results, both actives were crystalline based on the XRD measurements.
(Figure 17 and Figure 18) Our diffractograms match those found in literature for abiraterone and
abiraterone acetate. [187][188]
A dubious patent has been filed describing abiraterone acetate polymorphs A, B, C and
D. [63] However, after closer investigation and comparison to the abiraterone acetate XRD found in
the Cambridge Database, all these seem to be the diffraction pattern of the same polymorph with
different orientation effects. Also, practically identical melting points are given in the patent.
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In the Zytiga® Assessment Report of the EMA ’Unknown B’, ’Unknown C’ and ’Unknown D’ forms are
discussed after ’polymorphic Form A’. ’Unknown B’ and ’Unknown C’ are reported to be metastable
unsolvated materials. [189] However, as of 2018 we know of no unambiguous abiraterone acetate
polymorphs reported in peer reviewed journals.
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Figure 17. Diffractogram of abiraterone
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Figure 18. Diffractogram of abiraterone acetate
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4.2.3. Summary of the characterization of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate
A wide range of physicochemical properties were measured for abiraterone and its ester prodrug,
abiraterone acetate. Both compounds exhibited low solubility and permeability that explained the
poor pharmacokinetic profile of Zytiga®. The novel abiraterone acetate composition described in the
following paragraphs had to outperform the active ingredient in these tests to justify pharmacokinetic
studies.
Table 5. Physicochemical properties of abiraterone and abiraterone acetate
Property/solvent

Abiraterone

Abiraterone acetate

C24H31NO

C26H33NO2

Molar mass

349.5 g/mol

391.6 g/mol

Appearance

White powder

White powder

<0.5

<0.5

SGF (pH = 1.6)

74 ± 2

43 ± 4

FaSSIF-V2

7±7

5±1

FeSSIF-V2

12 ± 6

121 ± 15

Methanol

4.4 ± 0.2

49 ± 2

Ethanol

5.7 ± 0.1

67 ± 1

2-Propanol

7.2 ± 1.4

65 ± 1

1-Propanol

8.1 ± 0.3

115 ± 8

decomposes

61 ± 3

Acetonitrile

0.3 ± 0.0

15 ± 1

Tetrahydrofuran

10.1 ± 0.8

>400

Tm (°C)

228.4 ± 0.1

146.3 ± 0.1

Enthalpy of
fusion (J/g)

129.1 ± 1.1

65.9 ± 1.1

at least 200°C

at least 200°C

Crystalline

Crystalline

Molecular
formula
General data

Aqueous
solubility at
room
temperature
(μg/ml)

Organic
solubility at
room
temperature
(mg/ml)

Thermoanalysis

Water

Acetone

Thermal stability
Crystallographic
characterization

XRD
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4.3.

HT screening and optimization of abiraterone acetate formulation

High throughput precipitation screening was carried out to identify compositions containing
abiraterone acetate that dispersed instantaneously forming a stable colloid that did not aggregate,
sediment or crystallize. In general, these formulations might keep abiraterone acetate highly
supersaturated for extended periods enabling the absorption of the active ingredient. [190]
Overall, the API crystallized rapidly despite of the test of 3360 solvent-primary stabilizer-secondary
stabilizer systems. The hit rate was only 4%, below the average hit rate based on over approximately
200 000 historical HTS experiments. Exemplary results of the HTS screening in the solvent THF are
gathered in Table 22 in section 9.2 in the Supplementary materials.
In THF solvent the polymer Soluplus proved to be far superior in preventing the rapid aggregation
and/or Ostwald ripening and thus keeping the abiraterone acetate particles in the lower nano range,
when compared to other polymers and surfactants. Interestingly, with common surfactants like SDS
or DSS no viable compositions were obtained, all samples failed upon scale-up. The bile salt sodium
deoxycholate (SDC) was needed to obtain redispersable solid forms and to prevent the rapid
aggregation/growth of abiraterone acetate particles. This might be explained by the structural
similarity of abiraterone acetate (Figure 8 in section 3.1) and SDC (Figure 10 in section 3.1) with both
compounds possessing steroid ring system, favouring interactions between the two molecules.
For comparison, HT screening was performed for the active species abiraterone as well. The hit rate
was practically zero, the API showed extremely rapid aggregation and Ostwald ripening. Even the low
number of hits identified failed upon scale-up. Effort was put in the development of a stable
abiraterone formulation, however, only compositions with very low active content passed the in vitro
assays. In conclusion formulation of abiraterone was discarded and only abiraterone acetate was
forwarded to optimization and scale-up. The results obtained for abiraterone are in agreement with
the predicted crystallization tendencies of amorphous materials introduced in the literature review
section. Abiraterone has higher melting point, lower molecular weight and higher enthalpy of fusion
when compared to the acetate prodrug.
In conclusion, from the HT screening the following system was forwarded to optimization and flow
production:
−

−

Solvent: THF (30 µl)
−

2 mg/ml abiraterone acetate

−

8 mg/ml Soluplus

Antisolvent: water (120 µl)
−
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0.3 mg/ml SDC

4.3.1. Flow production of the abiraterone acetate formulation
The optimization is not detailed in the thesis due to protection of intellectual property rights. The HT
composition was scaled up and transferred to continuous flow production. The concentration of the
components in the starting solutions was increased by five-fold to enhance productivity and reduce
solid formulation capacity need. We selected powder-in-bottle (PiB) formulation and the unit dose to
be 50 mg, which was suitable for dog studies and gave the flexibility to increase the dose by the
administration of more PiBs in the future. This could be achieved by the lyophilization of 25 ml colloid
into a bottle.
Overall, the following concentrations, flow rates and parameters were used for the production of the
formulation, with the schematics being summarized on Figure 19:
−

−

Solvent flow
−

Solvent: tetrahydrofuran

−

Flow rate: 10 ml/min

−

Abiraterone acetate concentration: 10 mg/ml

−

Soluplus concentration: 40 mg/ml

Antisolvent flow
−

Antisolvent: water

−

Flow rate: 40 ml/min

−

SDC concentration: 1.5 mg/ml

−

Temperature: 30°C

−

Solid formulation: lyophilization

−

Dosage form: powder-in-bottle (PiB)

−

Strength: 50 mg abiraterone acetate / PiB

−

Nominal composition (w/w%) of the drug product:
−

Abiraterone acetate: 17.86%

−

Soluplus: 71.43%

−

Sodium deoxycholate: 10.71%

Figure 19. Production scheme of the 50 mg PiB abiraterone acetate formulation
4.3.2. Characterization of the PiB formulation
4.3.2.1. Redispersibility test
A batch with 16 pieces of PiBs under lyophilization and a PiB containing 280 mg novel formulation (50
mg API equivalent) is shown on Figure 20. The abiraterone acetate formulation was a low-density white
powder. For oral administration the PiB was to be redispersed in water.
Upon reconstitution with either UP or tap water the lyophilized powder dispersed completely within
10 minutes forming an opalescent colloidal suspension. No lumps, aggregates or particles visible to the
naked eye could be observed in the liquid. (Figure 21) The pH of the reconstituted colloid was in the
7.35-7.4 range, suitable for oral dosing.
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Figure 20. A batch of nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate PiB under lyophilization with a dried PiB
product closed with cap

Figure 21. Reconstitution of the abiraterone acetate PiB with 50 ml of tap water
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4.3.2.2. Active loading and content uniformity determination
The active contents of five test items for three different production batches are summarized in Table
6. The values are practically identical to the nominal 50 mg abiraterone acetate content and the
difference between batches is not statistically significant. (p=0.23, single factor ANOVA)
Table 6. Results of the active content determination
Batch

#1

#2

#3

PiB

API content (mg)

#1

51.068

#2

51.337

#3

49.969

#4

50.916

#5

51.181

Average with SD

50.894 ± 0.48

#1

51.430

#2

48.699

#3

50.312

#4

50.277

#5

50.089

Average with SD

50.161 ± 0.87

#1

49.764

#2

51.616

#3

51.902

#4

51.823

#5

50.327

Average with SD

51.086 ± 0.87
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4.3.2.3. Colloid stability
The stability of the reconstituted colloid was measured by filtration experiments. The formulation
retained the sub-450 nm particle size for at least 24 hours. After 48 hours no abiraterone acetate could
be detected in the filtrate after filtration with 450 nm filter, particles to the naked eye appeared.

Abiraterone acetate in the filtrate
(mg/ml)

(Figure 22)
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Figure 22. Colloid stability of the reconstituted abiraterone acetate PiB formulation
The stability test results can be observed on Figure 23. The samples stored at 4°C and at room
temperature remained stable (the apparent solubility at 2 weeks and 1 month was practically identical
to the one after production) throughout the stability test. The PiB formulation stored at 40°C showed
impaired

redispersibility

characteristics.

Upon

reconstitution

opalescent

colloid

formed

instantaneously, however, tiny particles were visible to the naked eye. This translated to decreased

Abiraterone acetate in the filtrate
(mg/ml)

apparent solubility as shown on Figure 23.
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Figure 23. The results of the colloid stability measurements throughout the stability test
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4.3.2.4. Particle size measurement
Particle size of the colloidal suspensions was measured after reconstitution by DLS. The mean particle
size of the redispersed PiB was about 140-180 nm. (Figure 24) In agreement with the DLS results, SEM
revealed particles in the reconstituted colloid (dried after reconstitution onto a sample holder for SEM
analysis) with diameters around 100 nm. (Figure 25) The slight difference in particle size between the
two methods can be explained:
−

DLS measures hydrodynamic diameter that is higher than the actual particle diameter shown
on SEM images [191]

−

DLS yields particle size by intensity distribution which is always higher than the number based
particle size determined by SEM [191]

No change could be observed in particle size after 4°C and RT storage. At accelerated conditions the
particle size showed marked decrease with mean particle size of 40 nm. Seemingly, this indicated
reduction in particle size at a condition, where the sample was physically not stable (see colloid stability
results in the previous section). However, this 40 nm diameter is similar to the diameter of Soluplus
micelles. Moreover, these samples contained particles visible to the naked eye, far above the detection
limit of DLS. In conclusion, DLS detected the micelles of the polymer used and the active ingredient
aggregated or crystallized.
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Figure 24. Results of the particle size measurement (average values of triplicate measurements
calculated by the Microtrac software are shown)
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Figure 25. SEM image of the reconstituted abiraterone acetate nanoparticles
4.3.2.5. PAMPA permeability test
Passive permeability of the novel abiraterone acetate formulation was measured and compared to
that of the unformulated chemical. The formulation showed an order of magnitude increase in
apparent permeability when compared to the micronized API. At room temperature the reference had
negligible PAMPA in water and FaSSIF and low permeability in FeSSIF (Figure 15) while the formula
exhibited moderate permeability in water and FaSSIF and high permeability in FeSSIF. (Figure 26) The
permeability of the samples after storage at 4°C or RT did not change substantially. As expected from
the colloid stability results, the 40°C PiBs exhibited inferior PAMPA permeability.
PAMPA permeability measurements predicted superior absorption in both fasted and fed states and
reduced food effect for the nanoformulation over the micronized reference.
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Figure 26. PAMPA permeability of the abiraterone acetate PiB at different storage conditions
4.3.2.6. Thermoanalytical investigation
Thermoanalytical measurements were carried out on the abiraterone acetate PiB. No characteristic
melting peak could be identified on the thermograms indicating no/negligible crystalline fraction
remaining after formulation. The glass transition temperature of the formulation was found to be
approximately 50°C, markedly lower that the Tg of Soluplus which is reported to be 70-75°C. This
indicated that at 40°C storage (and possibly even at room temperature) re-crystallization of the active
ingredient could be expected.
Stability measurements yielded progressively increasing Tg (which was the most prominent at 40°C
storage) that could be explained by the crystallization of abiraterone acetate and thus the reduced
plasticizing effect of the dispersed API on the polymer matrix. (Table 7)
Table 7. Results of the thermoanalytical measurements
After
production

2 weeks
4°C

2 weeks
RT

2 weeks
40°C

1 month
4°C

1 month
RT

1 month
40°C

Tg (°C)

47.8

48.2

51.1

53.6

52.1

51.1

55.9

API
melting

n/a

n/a

n/a

Observed

n/a

n/a

Observed

4.3.2.7. Water content analysis
Water content of the nanoprecipitated abiraterone acetate formulation was determined by KarlFischer method after freeze-drying and during the stability tests. The results are summarized on Figure
27. The results showed that the water content of the formulations was between 2-3% and did not
change significantly.
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Figure 27. Results of the water content analysis
4.3.2.8. Crystallographic characterization
XRD measurement was performed after production and throughout the stability test. The initial
diffractograms – in agreement with the DSC results – showed completely amorphous solid product.
The amorphous character was retained at 4°C and at RT. (To aid visualization only data obtained after
2 weeks are shown on Figure 28.) Again, in agreement with the previous measurement methods, the
PiB showed characteristic abiraterone acetate Bragg-peaks after 2 weeks at 40°C indicating the
recrystallization of the active ingredient.
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Figure 28. Diffractograms of the PiB formula after production and throughout the stability tests
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4.3.2.9. Chemical stability of the novel abiraterone acetate formulation
Chemical stability of the abiraterone acetate formulation was measured by HPLC. (Measurements have
not been performed at 40°C due to the physical stability results.) No new impurities or degradation
products have been identified after production when compared to the unformulated compound. Short
term stability tests yielded identical results. (Table 8)
Table 8. Results of the short term chemical stability tests
Acceptance
criteria

Test

Appearance
Assay

Results
7 days
4°C
RT

After
production

14 days
4°C

RT

White to off white
powder

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies

Complies

90.0-110.0%
nominal

101.9%

99.8%

101.8%

101.9%

99.1%

Total =
0.10%

Total =
0.10%

Total =
0.11%

Total =
0.10%

Total =
0.10%

Reporting limit:
0.05%
Related
Substances

No individual >0.3%
Total ≤ 2.0%

After 3 months at 4°C no new impurities were detected indicating excellent chemical stability of the
formulation. In conclusion abiraterone acetate remained intact in the PiB during the formulation
process and short-term stability tests.
4.3.2.10.

Residual solvent content

The residual THF content of the PiB formulation was measured by HS-GC method. The measurement
yielded practically no THF (5 ppm) remaining in the PiB after lyophilization. The value is far below the
FDA guidance for maximal residual THF in orally administered drug products which is 720 ppm. [171]
4.3.3. Summary of the PiB formulation development
The production of a novel abiraterone acetate powder-in-bottle formulation was estabilished.
Although the composition had limited stability at accelerated conditions, the stability interval was
sufficient for in vitro and in vivo evaluation and we expected the nanoformulation to outperform the
drug product Zytiga® in in vivo studies.
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4.4.

Comparative in vitro assay and PK modelling of the abiraterone acetate
formulations

The in vitro properties of the novel formulation were compared to the unformulated abiraterone
acetate, the micronized API, the physical mixture (containing the API and excipients of the PiB) and a
wet milled nanoformulation prepared with identical composition as the PiB sample.
4.4.1. Particle size determination
Particle size of unformulated abiraterone acetate was estimated to be in the 50–100 μm range by
observation under a laboratory microscope. Particle size distribution of the redispersed wet milled
sample was wide with d50 and d90 values of 497 nm and 1050 nm, respectively. The redispersed nanoamorphous abiraterone acetate sample showed a narrow particle size distribution with d50 and d90
values of 186 nm and 254 nm, respectively (Figure 29). The results are summarized in Table 9.
Table 9. Particle size and crystal structure of the different test formulations of abiraterone acetate
Unformulated
AA

Zytiga®

Wet Milled
AA

Nano-amorphous
AA

Particle size (range or d50, μm)

50-100

3-10

0.50

0.18

Crystal structure (by XRD)

Crystalline

Crystalline

Crystalline

Amorphous

Figure 29. Particle size distribution of the wet milled (dashed line) and nano-amorphous (solid line)
abiraterone acetate
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4.4.2. Crystallographic analysis
Unformulated abiraterone acetate, micronized abiraterone acetate (intermediate used in the
production of Zytiga®) and the wet milled sample showed characteristic crystalline peaks in XRD, while
the nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate was XRD amorphous. This amorphous character was
maintained for at least 4 weeks at room temperature as shown on Figure 30. The diffractions at 43−44°
2θ could be attributed to the sample holder.

Figure 30. Diffractograms of unformulated, micronized, wet milled and nano-amorphous abiraterone
acetate right after production and following storage at RT for 4 weeks
4.4.3. Solubility, dissolution and permeability
Dissolution of the unformulated API was slow, reaching constant concentrations at 2 hours and over 4
hours in the fasted and fed state simulation, respectively. The physical mixture, having the same
chemical composition as the wet milled sample and nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate formulation,
exhibited identical dissolution characteristics with the unformulated API. The decreased particle size
resulted in faster dissolution. The wet milled sample reached constant concentrations at 0.5 h in the
fasted state simulation and at 1 h in the fed state simulation. Solubility of the unformulated API, the
physical mixture, Zytiga® and the wet milled sample was around 0.02 and 0.16 mg/ml in FaSSIF and in
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FeSSIF, respectively, regardless of the particle size of abiraterone acetate (Table 10). For the nanoamorphous abiraterone acetate formulation dissolution was immediate in both biorelevant media
with maximal concentration measured at 5 min. Apparent solubility of this formulation was 8-times
and 3-times higher in FaSSIF and FeSSIF, respectively, when compared to S0 of the unformulated API
(Figure 31, Table 10). This elevated solubility was maintained for 2-3 days after which
crystallization/aggregation was visible by the naked eye and apparent solubility values dropped to the
levels measured for the unformulated API (data not shown). The measured PAMPA permeability of
abiraterone acetate and abiraterone was 8.8 ± 1.9∙10−6 cm/s and 20.5 ± 5.9∙10−6 cm/s, respectively.
These values were compared to the PAMPA permeability values measured for the validation set under
the same conditions (Figure 32). The values measured for abiraterone acetate and abiraterone ranked
to the values determined for metoprolol and propranolol, respectively. In the BCS classification system
drugs exhibiting permeability rates greater than or equal to the corresponding value of metoprolol are
considered high permeability rate drugs. [177] This is in agreement with the high LogP of both
abiraterone acetate and abiraterone, however, it is not in agreement with the results of a Caco-2 study,
where both compounds exhibited low permeability. This is a surprising finding as both compounds
were shown not to be transported substrates of P-glycoprotein. [189] Abiraterone was never detected
during the formulation process and during the in vitro characterization experiments as an ester
cleavage side product indicating that abiraterone acetate was stable under these conditions.
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Figure 31. Dissolution of the different formulations in (a) FaSSIF or (b) FeSSIF biorelevant media at 1.0
mg/ml nominal AA concentration

Figure 32. Correlation between PAMPA permeability and human jejunal effective permeability
(Supplementary Table 1 in [177]) for the validation set (full circles). PAMPA permeability values
measured for abiraterone (Ab) and abiraterone acetate (AA) (mean ± S.D., open circles) were plotted
on the line fitted to the points of the validation set.
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Table 10. Solubility (in mg/ml) of abiraterone acetate measured after 24 hours incubation at 37 °C in
FaSSIF or FeSSIF for the different formulations.
Unformulated
AA

Physical
mixture

Zytiga®

Wet Milled
AA

Nano-amorphous AA

FaSSIF

0.020

0.020

0.018

0.019

0.158

FeSSIF

0.160

0.159

0.159

0.163

0.480

4.4.4. Estimation of fraction dose absorbed and food effect
Dose numbers (Do) and dissolution numbers (Dn) were calculated for the different formulae in the
fasted and fed states. The calculated values are summarized in Table 11. For the nano-amorphous
abiraterone acetate dissolution was immediate and the calculated Dn values were above 10.
Therefore, dissolution time was considered not to be rate limiting and Dn=10 was used in calculations.
Effective permeability and absorption number (An) were estimated based on PAMPA permeability and
published human jejunal effective permeability (Peff) values (Supplementary Table 1 in [177]). The
calculated Peff was 1.6∙10−4 cm/s; the calculated An was 5.3. Using An, Do and Dn fraction dose
absorbed (fa) and food effect were calculated (Table 11). The results were also presented as points on
a contour plot of fa at An = 5.3 (Figure 33). This analysis showed that due to the high Do in the fasted
state particle size reduction is only expected to result in slight improvement in fa. Further increase in
Dn would still not result in fa greater than 20% (Figure 33, arrow). At the same time, size reduction in
the fed state is expected to result in a more prominent increase of fa with over 90% absorption
estimated for the wet milled sample. Overall, wet milling is expected to increase the food effect
associated with Zytiga® (Table 11).
The in vitro prediction could be tested after the approval of the drug product Yonsa® in May 2018.
[120] Yonsa® tablets contained abiraterone acetate in “ultramicronized” or “fine particle” form that
doubled the bioavailability of Zytiga® in the fasted state enabling the administration of only 500 mg
abiraterone acetate when compared to the 1000 mg of Zytiga®. [118][119] It is unclear what exact
abiraterone acetate size range is used in the new drug product, but we can assume particle size similar
to the wet milled sample used in our experiments. This is based on the claim that abiraterone acetate
is further milled in Yonsa® when compared to Zytiga®, and the micronized form is used in Zytiga® has
d10 values of around 1 µm and. Interestingly, Yonsa® can be administered without regard to food,
although the tablets exhibit 6.5-fold higher Cmax and 4.4 higher AUC with high fat meal when compared
to fasted conditions. [192] As it can be seen in Table 12, the food effect (fasted vs high fat conditions)
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of 1000 mg Zytiga® in one study is double, in another study practically identical and in a third study
markedly lower (although in mCRPC patients and not in healthy volunteers) when compared to that of
Yonsa®. [30][193] If we consider the food effect studies with fasted vs high fat fed conditions at 1000
mg Zytiga® dose, on average we get 7.5-fold increase in Cmax (although with ±8 standard deviation) and
5.2-fold increase in AUC (again, with a huge standard deviation of ±4). These values are very close to
the ones found for Yonsa®, ultimately yielding no improvement in food effect. Based on this, our model
introduced earlier correctly predicted no improvement in food effect for the wet milled sample. Even
if we accept the extreme food effect values (17-fold Cmax and 10-fold AUC increase) for Zytiga®, we can
conclude that Yonsa® improved (approximately halved) the food effect, but it was far from eliminating
it. Moreover, room for improvement still remained as the new drug product had a huge food effect on
its own.
The nano-amorphous formulation was anticipated to exhibit no food effect as the calculated fa for this
formulation was 100% in both the fasted and fed state simulations (Table 11). The effect of
permeability on the value of fa was also determined by calculation of fa using Papp values in a ± half- log
range around the Papp value measured. This analysis showed that although increasing permeability by
an order of magnitude results in somewhat higher calculated fa values, this does not modify the overall
conclusions for the expected in vivo performance of the different formulations or their ranking (Figure
34).
Table 11. Calculated Dose numbers (Do), Dissolution numbers (Dn) and fraction dose absorbed (fa) for
fasted and fed simulations and estimated food effect.

Fasted

Fed

Parameter

Unformulated
AA

Physical
mixture

Zytiga®

Wet
Milled AA

Nanoamorphous AA

Do

50.0

50.0

55.6

52.6

6.3

Dn

0.10

0.10

0.24

0.49

>10

fa

0.08

0.08

0.11

0.14

1.00

Do

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.1

2.1

Dn

0.49

0.49

0.95

3.9

>10

fa

0.44

0.44

0.61

0.98

1.00

5.6

6.9

1.0

Food
5.7
5.7
effect*
*
the ratio of fa calculated for the fed and fasted simulations
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Table 12. Summary of abiraterone acetate food effect studies

Reference

Study population

Dose
(mg)

Test
item

Healthy volunteers

1000

AA

mCRPC patients

1000

AA

Healthy volunteers
Healthy volunteers
mCRPC patients
mCRPC patients
mCRPC patients

1000
500
250
250
1000

AA
AAFP
AA
AA
AA

[195]

Healthy volunteers

500

AAFP

[196]

Healthy volunteers

100
200
200

AANA

CRPC patients

250

AA

CRPC patients

500

AA

CRPC patients

750

AA

CRPC patients

1000

AA

[30]

[119]
[194]

[193]

Feeding
condition

Cmax
(ng/ml)

Fasted, standard
Fed, standard
Fed, high fat
Fasted, modified
Fed, standard
Fed, high fat
Fasted, standard
Fasted, standard
Fed, standard
Fed, high fat
Fasted, standard
Fasted, standard
Fed, high fat
Fasted, standard
Fasted, standard
Fed, standard
Fasted, standard
Fed, high fat
Fasted, standard
Fed, high fat
Fasted, standard
Fed, high fat
Fasted, standard
Fed, high fat

71
513
1190
196
296
342
86
77

76
544
82
206
84
99
147
116
236
101
542
178
767

AUCinf
Food effect vs
(ng/h⸱ml) fasted (Cmax)
421
1942
4077
1079
1264
1992
421
451
404
372
656
355
1572
164
408
301
493
485
622
1342
582
3271
1216
5034

Food effect vs
fasted (AUCinf)

7.23
16.76

4.61
9.68

1.51
1.74

1.17
1.85

7.16

4.43

0.41

0.74

1.49

0.98

2.04

2.16

5.35

5.62

4.30

4.14

AA: Zytiga®, or capsule/tablet formulation bioequivalent to Zytiga®; AAFP: abiraterone acetate, fine particle; AANA: abiraterone acetate, nano-amorphous

Figure 33. Contour plot of fa at An=5.3 with Do and Dn plotted for the different formulae in the fasted
(closed circles) and fed (open circles) states. Corresponding fasted and fed points are connected with
a dashed line. The arrow indicates the expected outcome of further particle size reduction

Figure 34. Calculated fa values as a function of Papp in ± half-log range of the measured PAMPA
permeability

The approach used for the calculation of fa based on Papp certainly carries associated errors. With only
limited datasets available for experimentally determined Peff values one needs to rely on validation
data with an established relationship between in vitro permeability measurements and available Peff
datasets. The results of in vitro permeability assays can also be very sensitive to the exact conditions
under which the assay is performed which further increases uncertainties in the determination of Peff
based on Papp. In case of abiraterone acetate the mathematical analysis showed that the modification
of the permeability term has little effect on fa; it is the dissolution and solubility terms that will
determine the results of the calculations. Therefore, despite of the uncertainties in the determination
of the precise value of the permeability term the fa values calculated can be used as guidelines for the
expected in vivo performance of the formulations.
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4.5.

In vivo pharmacokinetics in beagle dogs

The results of the beagle dog study are shown on Figure 35 while the PK parameters are summarized
in Table 13. Zytiga® exhibited a significant positive food effect with a fed/fasted AUClast and Cmax ratio
of 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. This justified that the beagle dog model is suitable to study the unfavorable
pharmacokinetic properties of Zytiga®. Following oral administration of the nano-amorphous
abiraterone acetate formulation rapid absorption was observed with tmax values at 0.25–0.5 h. In the
fasted state AUClast and Cmax was over an order of magnitude higher for the nano-amorphous
formulation than for Zytiga®. No food effect for the nano-amorphous abiraterone abiraterone acetate
was observed (Figure 35, Table 13). Relative exposures for food effect and relative AUCs for the two
formulations in the fasted and fed state were also compared to the corresponding fa values calculated
in the previous paragraph. This showed that the experimentally determined values were in agreement
with the calculated ones (Table 14).
Table 13. Pharmacokinetic parameters following the oral administration of 50 mg Zytiga® or nanoamorphous AA to beagle dogs in the fasted state or following a high-fat meal (N=4).
Test article

Feeding condition

tmax (h)

Cmax (ng/ml)

AUClast (h·ng/ml)*

Fasted

1.06 ± 0.63

27 ± 13

48 ± 26

Fed, high fat

0.81 ± 0.13

154 ± 75

270 ± 104

Fasted

0.50 ± 0

371 ± 76

551 ± 119

Fed, high fat

0.38 ± 0.13

379 ± 151

470 ± 152

Zytiga®

Nano-amorphous
AA
*

Statistical analysis: Food effect: p < 0.005 for Zytiga®, p > 0.5 for nano-amorphous AA; relative
exposure for Zytiga® and nano-amorphous AA for the two feeding conditions: p < 0.01 for the fasted
state, p < 0.1 for the fed state
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Figure 35. Mean (±S.D.) plasma concentrations of abiraterone following oral administration of 50 mg
Zytiga® or nano-amorphous abiraterone acetate to beagle dogs in the fasted or fed state following a
high-fat meal (N=4)

Table 14. The observed relative AUC values and the corresponding calculated fa values

*

Observed relative AUClast

Calculated relative fa

Zytiga® food effect*

5.7

5.6

Nano-amorphous AA food effect*

0.85

1.0

Frel Zytiga®/Nanostuctured AA fasted**

11.5

9.1

Frel Zytiga®/Nanostuctured AA fed**

1.7

1.6

Calculated as the ratio of observed AUClast or calculated fa in the fed and fasted states for each test

article.
**

Calculated as the ratio of AUClast of calculated fa for Zytiga® and nano-amorphous AA for each feeding

condition.
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4.6.

Clinical study results

4.6.1. Subject disposition and baseline characteristic
Eleven subjects were enrolled in the study and 9 subjects completed the study. One subject was
withdrawn at the discretion of the investigator after period one. One subject withdrew their consent
after period two. The demographic and baseline characteristics of the volunteers are presented in
Table 15.
Table 15. The demographic and baseline characteristics of the volunteers (safety population)
Age (years), mean (range)

48.5 (43 - 57)

Ethnicity, n (%)
White

11 (100)

Black

0 (0)

Asian

0 (0)

Other

0 (0)

Sex, n (%)
Female

0 (0)

Male

11 (100)

Height (cm), mean (range)

174.5 (161 - 186)

Weight (kg), mean (range)

88.35 (68.6-115.0)

Body Mass Index (kg/m2), mean (range)

28.95 (24.0 – 33.2)

4.6.2. Pharmacokinetics of abiraterone
Following the administration of abiraterone acetate, the mean abiraterone plasma concentrations
increased rapidly to peak and declined in a biphasic manner (Figure 36). Mean tmax occurred within 1 h
regardless of the dose or prandial status. For the 200 mg dose, abiraterone was detectable in plasma
for up to 72 h (>0.2 ng/ml), while for the 100 mg dose, it was detectable for up to 48 h. The calculated
pharmacokinetic parameters were compared to literature data available across multiple studies for
1000 mg Zytiga® (Table 16). [28]
Following the administration of 100 mg of the novel formulation in the fasted state, Cmax and AUCinf
were 88% and 33% of that following the administration of 1000 mg Zytiga®, respectively. At the 200
mg dose of the novel formulation, Cmax exceeded that of 1000 mg Zytiga® by over twofold, while AUC
was 81% of the 1000 mg Zytiga®. Increasing the dose from 100 mg to 200 mg resulted in a 2.5-fold
increase in AUC, which was greater than dose proportional and statistically significant (Table 17). Inter86

subject variability (expressed as CV%) was also reduced from 59% (Zytiga®) to 38% (100 mg dose) and
29% (200 mg dose). Food slightly delayed absorption. The exposure, Cmax and AUC were statistically
significantly reduced by 59 and 26%, respectively, when dosing in the fed state (Table 18). The terminal
elimination half-life was similar to that reported for Zytiga®. [27][28]

Figure 36. The mean (SD) of plasma abiraterone concentrations
Table 16. Pharmacokinetic parameters in healthy volunteers of the present study in comparison with
historic pharmacokinetic data across multiple studies for 1000 mg Zytiga® administered in the fasted
state
100 mg dose
fasted (N=10)

200 mg dose
fasted (N=9)

200 mg dose
fed (N=9)

1000 mg
Zytiga® fasted
(N=433) [28]

82.1 (48)

206 (41)

84.2 (39)

93.5 (63)

≤1*

≤1*

≤2*

2 (1 - 8)

AUClast (ng⸱h/ml), mean (CV%)

158 (39)

397 (28)

292 (23)

N.A.

AUCinf (ng⸱h/ml), mean (CV%)

164 (38)

408 (29)

301 (23)

503 (59)

t1/2 (h), mean (CV%)

13.6 (31)

14.4 (21)

15.5 (21)

15.2 (26)

Parameter
Cmax (ng/ml), mean (CV%)
tmax (h)

N.A.: not available
*

tmax was observed by the time point indicated for all subjects, however it was also observed at the

first time point assayed (0.5 h) for at least subject, therefore, the precise calculation of tmax was not
possible.
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Table 17. Statistical analysis – assessment of 100 mg vs 200 mg fasted (n = 10)
200 mg
fasted
(GMR1)

100 mg
fasted
(GMR1)

Ratio2

90% CI3

p-value4

CVw%5

AUCinf (ng⸱h/ml/mg)

2.13

1.55

1.37

(1.17, 1.62)

0.007

19.05

AUClast (ng⸱h/ml/mg)

2.08

1.49

1.39

(1.20, 1.63)

0.003

18.66

Cmax (ng/ml/mg)

1.07

0.738

1.45

(1.09, 1.92)

<0.039

35.38

Parameter

Results obtained from mixed effect modelling analysis of natural log transformed PK parameters
including terms for treatment fitted as fixed effect and subject fitted as a random effect
(1) GMR = Adjusted Geometric Mean from model, (2) Ratio of GMR (200 mg/100 mg),
(3) CI=Confidence Interval for Ratio of GMR, (4) P-value for comparison ratio of interest, H0:
Ratio=100%, (5) CVw%=intra-subject (within subject) variability

Table 18. Statistical analysis – assessment of 200 mg fed/fasted (n = 9)
200 mg fasted
(GMR1)

200 mg fed
(GMR1)

Ratio2

90% CI3

p-value4

CVw%5

AUCinf (ng⸱h/ml)

393

294

74.97

(59.78, 94.01)

0.041

27.04

AUClast (ng⸱h/ml)

383

285

74.42

(60.05, 92.23)

0.029

26.52

Cmax (ng/ml)

191

79

41.29

(29.89, 57.04)

<0.001

40.82

Parameter

Note: All subjects received a novel abiraterone acetate formulation
Results obtained from mixed effect modelling analysis of natural log transformed PK parameters
including terms for treatment fitted as fixed effect and subject fitted as a random effect
(1) GMR = Adjusted Geometric Mean from model, (2) Ratio of GMR (fed/fasted), (3) CI=Confidence
Interval for Ratio of GMR, (4) P-value for comparison ratio of interest, H0: Ratio=100%, (5) CVw%=intrasubject (within subject) variability

Although the proof-of-concept study reported here is not a direct comparison to the marketed drug in
the same volunteers according to the European Guideline on Bioavailability, it allows the estimation
of the improvement the novel formulation could deliver in exposure, variability and food effect.
Average exposure following the administration of 200 mg of the novel formulation was 81% of the
average exposure seen for 1000 mg Zytiga® across multiple studies. Although in the current study a
greater than dose proportional increase in exposure was seen from 100 to 200 mg, if a conservative
approach is taken and it is assumed that linear PK is observed above 200 mg, then 247 mg of the novel
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formulation dosed in the fasted state is predicted to give similar exposure to 1000 mg Zytiga®. Also,
Zytiga® shows very high inter-individual variability; for studies involving <20 volunteers CV% values
over 100% are frequently observed for both Cmax and AUC (Table 5 in [28]). In the current study, interindividual variability was significantly reduced; CV% values observed for 9–10 volunteers were only 29
and 23% at the 200 mg dose in the fasted and fed states, respectively, indicating significant
improvement in this pharmacokinetic parameter for the novel formulation. The extensive positive food
effect (up to tenfold in AUC and sixteen-fold in Cmax) reported for Zytiga® was also not observed for the
novel formulation. Actually, a statistically significant negative food effect was observed. The possible
mechanisms behind this surprising finding are currently under investigation. Altogether, the results of
this study indicate significant improvement in all three pharmacokinetic parameters.
The final dosage form used in this study (powder for suspension) was also different from Zytiga®
(tablet). This might provide some advantage over Zytiga® with respect to the early absorption phase
resulting in higher early exposure, shorter tmax and higher Cmax. A final tablet formulation releasing
abiraterone acetate at a slower rate could result in lower early exposure and Cmax. This could reduce
the high Cmax observed for the novel formulation bringing the “shape” of the pharmacokinetic curve
closer to the one seen for Zytiga®. Furthermore, the novel formulation might allow the increase of
abiraterone acetate dose without the risk of variable and potentially very high abiraterone exposures
due to a positive food effect. Higher plasma concentrations of abiraterone could trigger the 3βHSD
inhibition-based second mode of action of abiraterone, which could result in better outcome for
disease progression and/or a different toxicity profile. [197] Linearity at higher doses of the novel
formulation and validation of the positive preclinical data at higher doses in a clinical setting are
necessary to move forward in this direction.
4.6.3. Safety
There were no serious adverse events (SAEs) or deaths reported during this study. All AEs were
assessed as mild and unrelated to the IMP. The most common TEAEs reported by at least two subjects
were musculoskeletal pain (back/joints) and headache. Other TEAEs reported were nasopharyngitis,
blood creatine phosphokinase (CK) and transaminase increase (Table 19). The subject with the CK and
transaminase increases was withdrawn by the medical team for safety and compliance reasons. The
increases were noted at admission for Period 2 and were not considered to be IMP related and were
most likely related to exercise. There were no other clinically significant changes reported in
hematological, clinical chemistry or urinalysis laboratory values, vital signs measurements, physical
examinations, or 12-lead ECGs.
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Table 19. Treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs) reported [n (%)]
100 mg
fasted
(N=11)

200 mg
fasted
(N=10)

200 mg fed
(N=9)

Overall
(N=11)

Subjects reporting TEAEs

4 (36)

2 (20)

0

5 (46)

Muscoloscelental and connective tissue
disoreders

2 (18)

1 (10)

0

3 (27)

Back pain

1 (9)

1 (10)

0

2 (18)

Arthralgia

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

2 (18)

1 (10)

0

2 (18)

2 (18)

1 (10)

0

2 (18)

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

Blood creatine phosphokinase
increased

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

Transaminases increased

1 (9)

0

0

1 (9)

System organ class

Nervous system disorders
Headache
General disorders and administration
site conditions
Vessel puncture site bruise
Infections and infestations
Nasopharyngitis
Investigations

Abiraterone acetate administered in the novel formulation was well tolerated. Most common TEAEs
reported by at least 2 subjects were musculoskeletal pain (back/joints) and headache. There were no
deaths, SAEs or IMP-related AEs leading to discontinuation. The withdrawal of one subject by the
medical team was based on CK and transaminase increases which were not considered to be IMP
related and were most likely related to exercise. This is in accordance of previous findings that Zytiga®
was well tolerated in phase 1 studies up to 1000 mg/day. [27][198]
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5. Conclusions and future perspectives
A universal high throughput screening method has been developed for the rapid precipitation
screening of poorly soluble compounds. It was shown that the technology is scalable, can be
transferred to continuous flow production and the resulting drug product can outperform commercial
drug formulations.
A novel abiraterone acetate formulation has been described with detailed in vitro and preclinical in
vivo evaluation. Ultimately, a Phase 1 clinical study was conducted with the nano-amorphous
composition. Based on the results approximately 250 mg dose of the novel formulation is predicted to
result in the same exposure as 1000 mg Zytiga® in the fasted state. The substantial positive food effect
seen for Zytiga® is expected to be eliminated. This might allow the reduction of the dose and could
eliminate the requirement of taking the drug on an empty stomach. Also, the novel formulation is
expected to exhibit smaller variability when compared to Zytiga®. This can probably be attributed to
the elimination of the strong dependence of oral absorption on food. Furthermore, the novel
formulation might allow the increase of abiraterone acetate dose with more precise control of
abiraterone plasma levels. This could open the possibility to trigger the 3βHSD inhibition-based second
mode of action of abiraterone which could result in better outcome for disease progression and/or a
different toxicity profile. This could not be achieved with Zytiga®, as exposure showed a plateau at
750-2000 mg dose range. [199]
Recent clinical studies indicate that there is a relationship between steady state abiraterone trough
concentrations, primary treatment resistance, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) response and
progression free survival (PFS) in mCRPC patients. [200] In general, higher abiraterone concentrations
result in more efficient treatment. A threshold trough concentration value of 8.4 ng/ml was
determined, above which PFS was better. (Figure 37) Following the administration of Zytiga® due to
the very high variability of abiraterone exposure low plasma concentrations are not infrequent. Any
formulation and/or dosing regimen of abiraterone acetate which could guarantee that trough
concentration values are above this threshold could in principle result in more favorable outcome for
patients in the low abiraterone plasma level group and in the overall response to therapy.
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Figure 37. Kaplan-Meier curves of PFS for low and high abiraterone trough concentation patients [200]
Although an abiraterone acetate composition has been developed and impressive results have been
obtained that could potentially lead to improved efficacy of the therapy, the work has some limitations
and room for improvement remains:
−

It would be desired to make the parent compound abiraterone druggable. However, viable
formulations of abiraterone remain elusive despite of the large number of formulations tested
during HT screening.

−

Lyophilization was used as solid formulation method for the production of the abiraterone
acetate composition that is not preferred for industrial production. Spray drying is much more
economical and available, easier to scale up and and usually yield dried products with better
handling properties. Electrospinning (as the most gentle way of drying) can be an alternative
technology if spray drying is not feasible.

−

As seen in the previous section, the abiraterone acetate formula had adequate stability for
preclinical investigation and for the clinical study. However, the formulation failed accelerated
stability tests even after 2 weeks. For a commercially viable drug product at least 1-2 years
shelf life is desired and the current formulation could not meet this criterium.

−

The novel formulation got absorbed rapidly with very high maximal plasma concentrations. It
would be desired to obtain slower (and at the same time complete) absorption as high plasma
concentrations are associated with serious side effects.
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−

Powder-in-bottle formulation is to be replaced with a tablet or capsule as it is not suitable for
commercialization

We found that the active ingredient had good solubility in organic solvents and remained stable up to
200°C. Therefore, our future objective is the transfer of the production of the nano-amorphous
formulation to either spray drying, electrospinning or – preferably – hot melt extrusion with keeping
the advantageous properties seen in vitro and in vivo. Also, a solid oral dosage form is desired to amend
the limitations of the powder-in-bottle formulation. The ultimate aim is the estabilishment of an
industrially viable manufacturing process and the commercialization of an abiraterone acetate drug
product with reduced dose and eliminated food effect. This may improve the quality of life of prostate
cancer patients and improve the efficacy of the therapy.
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9. Supplementary materials
9.1.

Materials

9.1.1. APIs used as references in PAMPA assay
All compounds below were obtained from Sigma (St Louis, Missouri, USA) and were used without
further purification. The chemical structures are shown on Figure 38.
−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

Cefazoline sodium
−

Molecular formula:

C14H13N8O4S3Na

−

Molecular weight:

476.0 g/mol

Ibuprofen sodium
−

Molecular formula:

C13H17O2Na

−

Molecular weight:

228.1 g/mol

Naproxen
−

Molecular formula:

C14H14O3

−

Molecular weight:

230.1 g/mol

Verapamil
−

Molecular formula:

C27H38N2O4

−

Molecular weight:

454.3 g/mol

Propranolol
−

Molecular formula:

C16H21NO2

−

Molecular weight:

259.2 g/mol

Metoprolol
−

Molecular formula:

C15H25NO3

−

Molecular weight:

267.2 g/mol

Atenolol
−

Molecular formula:

C14H22N2O2

−

Molecular weight:

266.3 g/mol

Hydrochlorothiazide
−

Molecular formula:

C7H8ClN3O4S2

−

Molecular weight:

297.7 g/mol
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−

Lucifer yellow CH dipotassium
−

Molecular formula:

C13H9N5O9S2K2

−

Molecular weight:

521.6 g/mol

Figure 38. Structures of the active ingredients used in the validation of the PAMPA assay
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9.1.2. Solvents
The solvents with physicochemical properties are summarized in Table 20. The solvents for laboratory
use and for analytical purposes were obtained from Molar Chemicals (Budapest, Hungary) and Merck
(Darmstadt, Germany), respectively.
Table 20. Solvents with physicochemical properties

Solvent

Molecular
formula

Molecular
weight
(g/mol)

Density
(g/cm3)

Melting
point
(°C)

Boiling
point
(°C)

Methanol

CH4O

32

0.792

-98

65

Ethanol

C2H6O

46

0.789

-114

78

1-Propanol

C3H8O

60

0.803

-126

97

2-Propanol

C3H8O

60

0.786

-89

83

Acetone

C3H6O

58

0.785

-95

56

Acetonitrile

C2H3N

41

0.786

-45

81

Tetrahydrofuran

C4H8O

72

0.889

-108

66

9.1.3. Chemicals used for analytics
Trifluoroacetic acid (molecular formula: C2HF3O2; molecular weight: 114.0 g/mol) and ammonium
acetate (molecular formula: C2H7NO2; molecular weight: 77.1 g/mol) were used for eluents in HPLC
assays. The materials were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).
9.1.4. Excipients, surfactants and polymeric stabilizers
−

Kollidon VA64

Kollidon VA64 is a vinylpyrrolidone-vinylacetate random copolymer with vinylpyrrolidone:vinylacetate
ratio 6:4 by weight. The weight average molecular weight of the polymer is 45 000 – 70 000 g/mol. The
material was obtained from BASF SE (Ludwigshafen, Germany). The structure is shown on Figure 39.
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Figure 39. Structure of Kollidon VA64
−

PEG

Polyethyleneglycol (PEG) polymers were used with molecular weight of 2 000 g/mol and 6 000 g/mol.
The materials were obtained from Sigma (St Louis, Missouri, USA). The structure is shown on Figure
40.

Figure 40. Structure of polyethyleneglycol
−

Polyvinylpyrrolidone

Polyvinylpyrrolidone is a homopolymer of N-vinylpyrrolidone. The polymer is produced with a wide
variety of molecular weights. Plasdone K-12 (Mw = 4 000 g/mol) was obtained from Ashland
(Conivgton, Kentucky, USA). Kollidon 30 (Mw = 40 000 g/mol) and Kollidon 90 (Mw = 360 000 g/mol)
were purchased from BASF SE (Ludwigshafen, Germany). The structure is shown on Figure 41.

Figure 41. Structure of polyvinylpyrrolidone
−

Poloxamers

Poloxamers are polyethyleneoxide-polypropyleneoxide-polyethyleneoxide triblock copolymers.
Material properties are summarized in Table 21 while structure is shown on Figure 42. All poloxamers
were obtained from BASF SE (Ludwigshafen, Germany).
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Table 21. The properties of poloxamers
Poloxamer

BASF trade name

MwPPO (g/mol)

PEO content

188

Lutrol F68

1 800

80%

335

Pluronic PE10500

3 300

50%

338

Lutrol F108

3 300

80%

407

Lutrol F127

4 000

70%

Figure 42. Structure of poloxamers
−

TPGS

TPGS is D-α-tocopheryl-PEG-succinate. The molecular weight of the PEG part is approximately 1 000
g/mol. The material was obtained from Gustav Parmentier GmbH (Frankfurt, Germany). The structure
is shown on Figure 43.

Figure 43. Structure of TPGS

−

β-cyclodextrin (BCD)

−

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)

−

Sulfobuthyl ether cyclodextrin (SBECD)

−

Dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate (DSS)

−

Cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC)

−

Mannitol
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9.2.

HT screening results of abiraterone acetate

Due to the protection of intellectual property and the large number of experiments performed, the
thesis contains exemplary HT results only. The hits shown in Table 22 represent composition that
dispersed well in water and could be used for scale-up and analytics afterwards.
Table 22. Results of the HT screening of abiraterone acetate in the solvent THF

Primary stabilizer

Secondary stabilizer

Hit
(0: no; 1: yes)

Kollidon VA64

Beta-cyclodextrin

0

Kollidon VA64

Cetylpyridinium chloride

0

Kollidon VA64

DSS

0

Kollidon VA64

Mannitol

0

Kollidon VA64

Poloxamer 335

0

Kollidon VA64

SBECD

0

Kollidon VA64

SDC

0

Kollidon VA64

SDS

0

Kollidon VA64

TPGS

0

PEG6000

Beta-cyclodextrin

0

PEG6000

Cetylpyridinium chloride

0

PEG6000

DSS

0

PEG6000

Mannitol

0

PEG6000

Poloxamer 335

0

PEG6000

SBECD

0

PEG6000

SDC

0

PEG6000

SDS

0

PEG6000

TPGS

0

Plasdone K-12

Beta-cyclodextrin

0

Plasdone K-12

Cetylpyridinium chloride

0

Plasdone K-12

DSS

0

Plasdone K-12

Mannitol

0

Plasdone K-12

Poloxamer 335

0

Plasdone K-12

SBECD

0

Plasdone K-12

SDC

0

Plasdone K-12

SDS

0

Plasdone K-12

TPGS

0

Poloxamer 188

Beta-cyclodextrin

0

Poloxamer 188

Cetylpyridinium chloride

0

Poloxamer 188

DSS

0

Poloxamer 188

Mannitol

0

Primary stabilizer

Secondary stabilizer

Hit
(0: no; 1: yes)

Poloxamer 188

Poloxamer 335

0

Poloxamer 188

SBECD

0

Poloxamer 188

SDC

0

Poloxamer 188

SDS

0

Poloxamer 188

TPGS

0

Poloxamer 407

Beta-cyclodextrin

0

Poloxamer 407

Cetylpyridinium chloride

0

Poloxamer 407

DSS

0

Poloxamer 407

Mannitol

0

Poloxamer 407

Poloxamer 335

0

Poloxamer 407

SBECD

0

Poloxamer 407

SDC

0

Poloxamer 407

SDS

0

Poloxamer 407

TPGS

0

Soluplus

Beta-cyclodextrin

1

Soluplus

Cetylpyridinium chloride

0

Soluplus

DSS

0

Soluplus

Mannitol

0

Soluplus

Poloxamer 335

0

Soluplus

SBECD

1

Soluplus

SDC

1

Soluplus

SDS

0

Soluplus

TPGS

0
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